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'' UNITED STATES OF AMERICA'
,

o_
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

s

)
In the Matter of )

)
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322 0.L.

)
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1) )

)
)

SUFFOLK COUNTY SUBMITTAL OF QA/QC INFORMATION

By telephone notification received October 8, 1932, the

Board directed Suffolk County to provide the data in subparagraphs

(a)-(c) on page 15 of "LILCO's Motion for Further Board Direction

on the Conduct of QA Cross-Examination," dated October 5,19 82.

The three types of data identified in the LILCO Motion are:

(a) a statement or description of what the County
contends each group of findings represents;-

(b) a statement concerning whether the County _ contends
that the group of findings represents a pattern and,
if so, what pattern is represented and how the
County defines the pattern; and

(c) whether the County contends the pattern represents
a OA breakdown and, if.so, the County's definition
of what constitutes a QA breakdown.

The County hereby complies with the Board's direction for the

following areas of " pattern" inquiry : storage / housekeeping;

document control; FSAR configuration; and drawings / sketches /

: diagrans.

!

( I. STORAGE / HOUSEKEEPING |

The County has identified si:: groups of findings in the

| Storage / Housekeeping area. As noted in the County 's October 6

I
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letter to Mr. Earley, there is overlap between groups. Thus, in

many instances findings in one group also may be evidence of

a pattern of breakdowns in another group as well.'

Further, the County, while presenting Storage / Housekeeping

findings as six groups , believes these groups, if looked at

as a whole, document that beginning at least by 1974 and con-

tinuing to the present time, there have been repeated failures

to follow procedures, instructions and other requirements which

constitute LILCO's program to comply with Appendix B, Criterion

XIII. Despite early identification of the problems, they.

continued to appear, indicating a failure to institute proper

corrective action, thus violating Criterion XVI, and a failure of

the audit process to take adequate followup action, violating Criuarien XVI8

Storage / Housekeeping Group I. The audit findings applicable

to Group I are summarized in Exhibit 1 hereto.

(a) The County contends that the Storage Group I findings

document LILCO's failure to maintain storage cards as required

and its failure to carry out inspections and other activities

noted on or required by the storage cards.

(b) The County does contend that this group constitutes

a pattern. The storage cards represent a recordkeeping device

intended to assist in the proper storage of various equipment.
.

An important part of that control function is to have up-to-date,
.

completed storage cards for all stored equipment and to ensure

that activities described on or required by the storage cards

.
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(like inspections) take place as required. Exhibit 1 hereto |

1/ |~

documents 14 instances where storage cards were not maintained

in the required manner and 9 instances-2/
,

where activities such |

'

as inspections were not carried out properly. These 23 instances

often overlap and hence are combined in the County's proposed

examination. The defined pattern, therefore, is LILCO's failure

to maintain storage cards as required, including the failure to

carry out inspections and other required activities.

(c) The County does contend that the foregoing pattern
.

constitutes a QA breakdown. A breakdown occurs, in the County's

view, when the same or similar problems occur over a period of

tine, thus indicating that the audit followup action, incluling corrective

action measures, did not successfully eliminate or substantially reduce tha

problem. In the instant group, the breakdown results in violations of Criteria
3/
~

XIII, XIV, XVI, and XVIII. The Criteria XIII and XIV violations occur-

-1/ FQC 13, Findings D.4, D. 7 ; F. A. 238, Finding 4.3; FQC 15,
Finding D.8; F.A. 376, Findings 4.2, 4.7; F.A. 443, Finding
4.4 ; FOC 21, Findings D.11, D.12; FQC 27, Findings B.7,
B . 8, B . 9 ; F . A. 10 86, Finding 4. 4 ; F. A. 1213, Finding 4.1.
The County also intends to use storage surveillances in
its examination on Group I and on other storage groups.
The County and LILCO are still attempting to work out a
stipulation in that regard.

2/ F.A. 376, Finding 4.8; F.A. 601, Finding 4.4; FQC 24,
~

Finding B .4 ; F. A. 721, Finding 4.4; F.A. 1016, Findings
4.1, 4.2; F.A. 1016, Finding 4.3; F.A. 1213, Finding 4. 2;,

F.A. 1425, Finding 4.1.

'

3_/ To avoid needless repetition in this filing, the County here-
by clarifies that it does not contend that a pattern of QA
breakdowns occur's whenever an auditor identifies a problem.
[This clarification was conveyed to LILCO by phone on
October 8 in response to a LILCO inquiry.] Rather, the
County contends that a QA problem becomes a breakdown of
the QA/QC program when the same or similar problems recur,
indicating (in the County's view) a failure by QA/QC to
institute effective corrective action. Accordingly, a key
factor in a QA/QC breakdown is the repetitive nature of I

the problems. 1

i
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because while LILCO established measuroc , including a storage {
!

card system,'to control handling and storage of material and

_ equipment, there were repeated instances of failure to inclement

the storage card system in the required manner. The failure to

effece adequate corrective. action leads to violation of Criteria :

- xvI and XVIII as well.
~

.

l

|

Storage / Housekeeping Group II. The audit findings applicable

to Group II are summarized in Exhibit.2' hereto.

(a) Group'II involves repeated failcres by LILCO to i

protect material and equipment from weather-related damage.

(b) The findings represent a pattern of failures to protect i

material and equipment from weather-related damage and possible

deterioration. While all the Group II finbings are similar to
j each other, the most pronounced deficiency is the failure to

. ' 4/
protect against water damage, where 22 instances of violation

are identified. Other weather-related storage problems are also
|

documented, involving failures to store off the ground, problems

with covers, and rust-related damage. See Exhibit 2. In defining1

this pattern, therefore, the County contends that there are

repeated instances of failing to protect material and equipment

' from weather-related damage.
,

'4/ FQC 8, p. 3 and Finding 05782; FQC 13, Findings B.13, D.5;
F.A. 226, Findings 4.4, 4.14; F.A. 238, Finding 4.9; F.A. 371,
Findings 4.2, 4.3; F.A. 376, Finding 4.4; F.A. 425, Finding
4.3; F.A. 4 4 4, FhxEngs 4.1, 4.2; F.A. 443, Finding 4.4; F.A.
470, Finding 4. 2; FQC 23, Findings D.5 (1) , D.5(2), D.5(3),
D.7; F.A. 648, Finding 4.3; FQC 24, Finding K.6; FQC 25,
Finding K.3; FQC 40, Finding 1.3.

_ _ . _
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(c) The County does contend that the pattern of weather-

related storage problens constitutes a QA breakdown. Criterion
i

XIII requires that:

Measures shall be established to control the
handling, storage, shipping, cleaning, and
preservation of material and equipment in
accordance with work and inspection instruc-
tions to prevent damage or de'terioration.

Contrary to this requirement, LILCO repeatedly violatec procedures

and other requirements designed to prevent weather-related damage

and deterioration. In addition, Criterion'XVI provides:

Measures shall be established to assure that
conditions adverse to quality, such as
failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, devia-
tions, defective material and equipment, and
nonconformances are promptly identified and
corrected. In the case of significant
conditions adverse, to quality, the measures
shall assure that the cause of the conditions
is determined and corrective action taken to
preclude repetition.

Contrary to this Criterion, effectivc corrective action was not

taken and effective actions to preclude repetition were not

instituted. See also Criterion XVIII which requires that

" followup action . shall be taken where indicated." The. .,

; County contends that proper followup action was not taken.

Storage / Housekeeping Group III. The audit findings relating

to Storage / Housekeeping Group III are set forth in Exhibit 3 hereto.
.

(a) The Group III storage / housekeeping' findings document

repeated failures of LILCO to provide adequate capping and

covering of stored material and equipment.

(b) The County contends that the findings set forth in

' Exhibit 3 hereto do constitute a pattern. This pattern is

represented by'-findings beginning in March 1975 and continuing

'
through December 19 81 where LILCO has' failed to maintain the

- . _ _ ._ _. _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . - , _. . _ , _ __
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proper coverings or caps for stored material and equipment,

all in violation of LILCO procedures or other requirements
,

required by the QA/QC program.

The findings described in Exhibit 3 document that in at

least 44 instances-5/since 1975, there have been violations of

requirements to provide capping / covering of materials and

equipment. In addition to the large number of findings relating

to failure to cover or to provide end caps , many of the other

Group III findings also document a general failure to protect

stored equipment. These failures involve instances such as

stacking cartons on top of each other in a manner which fails

to prevent damage. See Exhibit 3. Accordingly, the definition of a

pattern is the failure to provide adequate protection of stored I

material and equipment, particularly as relates to the failure to

provide adequate covering and end caps.

5/ See FQC 13, Finding D.8; FQC 15, Finding D.7; FQC 17,~

Finding D.4; F.A. 470, Finding 4.9 ; FQC 21, Findings D.7,
D.8; F.A. 601, Findings 4.1, 4.2, 4.3; FQC 23, Findings
D.5 ( 3) , page 2 of 3, D.8; F.A. 656, Finding 4.2; FOC 24,
Finding D.3; F.A. 721, Findings 4.1, 4.2; F.A. 740, Finding
4.3; F.A. 80 3, Findings 4. 3, 4 .4 ; FQC 2 7, Finding D. 7;
F.A. 934, Findings 4.1, 4.2, 4.3; FQC 30, Finding N.1; F.A.
980, Findings 4.1, 4.2, 4.3; F.A. 1026, Findings 4.1, 4.2;
FQC 32, Finding D.3; FQC 53,'p. 2 of 3 & D.4; F.A. 1086,
Findings 4.1, 4.2; FQC 34, Findings K.3, N.2; Q.R. 7/22/80,

*

p. 2; FQC 35, Findings 2.3 & p. 2 of 3; F.A. 1180, Finding
;4.1; F.A. 120 4, Finding 4.1; F. A. 1234, Finding 4.1; Q.R.

2/17/81, p. 1; F.A. 1301, Finding 4.1; F.A. 1313, Findings
4.1, 4.2; Q.R. 8/31/81, p. 2; FQC 40, Finding 1.3; Q.R.
12/03/81, p. 1. While not listed here, the CAT inspection
also identified failure to provide caps. This will be pur-
sued with the NRC Staff.

.

p
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(c) The County contends this pattern does represent a

QA breakdown. The breakdown concerns the repeated occurrence

- of the same kind of storage problem (covering and ' capping)

without taking the proper corrective and protective action to

correct the problem and to prevent recurrence in the future.

This constitutes a violation of Crir.eria XIII, XVI and XVIII.-6/
-

Storage / Housekeeping Group IV. The audit findings relating

to Storage / Housekeeping Group'IV are set forth in Exhibit 4

hereto.

(a) Storage / Housekeeping Group IV concerns the County's

allegation that LILCO has failed to provide proper environmental

protection for equipment in storage. This group is closely

related to Storage / Housekeeping Group III, but differs in that
*

the findings involve failures to maintain proper environmental

conditions in the sense of temperature, humidity, and similar

controls.

(b) The County contends that the findings do represent a

pattern. In the period from March 1975 through June 1981,

there have been 14 instances where the proper environmental

conditions have not been maintained in accordance with procedural
,

requirements. The most frequent occurrence is the failure to

, -6/ See discussion re Storage / Housekeeping Group II for |
'

quoted portions of Appendix B criteria.
e

!

l
-- _ _ __ _ . - . - - -- - _ . _ -
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provide the proper heat to stored equipment, an event which,

7/
occurred 8 times.~

i (c) The County does contend that this pattern constitutes

a QA breakdown. Criterion XIII states in part:

~

When necessary for particular products,
special protective environments, such as

,

inert gas atmosphere, specific moisture
content levels, and temperature levels,
shall be specified and provided.

*

LILCO has specified such requirements in accordance with

Criterion XIII, but as the documented deficiencies in Exhibit 4

demonstrate, LILCO failed to implement such requirements, thereby

constituting a failure to comply with Criterion XIII of Part 50,

Appendix B.

Storage / Housekeeping Group V. The audit findings related

to Storage / Housekeeping Group V are set forth in Exhibit 5 hereto.

(a) Storage / Housekeeping Group V concerns housekeeping

deficiencies, focusing on LILCO's failure to keep areas clean and

free from debris.

-7/ See F.A. 226, Finding 4.1; F.A. 340, Finding 4.1; F.A. 376,
Finding 4.3; FQC 21, Finding'D.15; F.A. 679, Finding 4.2;
F.A. 699, Finding 4.1; F.A. 721, Finding 4.3; F.A. 1301,
Finding 4.2. Note also that certain of the Quarterly*

Reports to Management identified in Storage / Housekeeping
'

Group III also apply to Group IV since they identify lack
of environmental protection. See Exhibit 3.

.

. - . , . . . _ . . - , _ , . . _ . _, _, -
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(b) LILCO procedures and requirements specify that various

areas of the plant, including storage areas, are to be kept clean

and free from debris. Contrary to this requirement, the audit

findings described in Exhibit 5 hereto document that on 17
occasions from March 19 74 through August 19 81, auditors found

I excessive garbage, debris or other problens of a housekeeping

nature, which problems violate LILCO procedures and requirements .

(c) The County contends. that the housekeeping deficiencies

described in Exhibit 5 constitute a QA breakdown. Criterion

XIII, among other things, specifies tha: measures shall be
established to control the cleaning and preservation of material

and equipment. Criterion II provides that " activities affectin'g

quality shall be accomplished under suitably controlled conditions
.

such as adequate cleanness Where trash and other"
. . . .. . .

debris are allowed to accumulate, a clean and proper work place and

storage area are not provided. This constitutes a violation of

Criteria II and XIII. Given the repetitive nature of this problem,

the County also contends that adequate protective and followup

measures have not been implemented to avoid repetition of the

problems.

Storage /Housekeepina Groups VI and VII. These groups have

been combined and the audit findings are described in Exhibit 6
,

hereto.

(a) This grouping of findings concerns improper storage

'

of material and equipment which require segregation from other-

items. In many instances, the segregation is required for fire

prevention concerns ; in other instances, the segregation is

provided for by procedures unrelated to fire concerns.

..

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ .
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(b) The County contends that a pattern of deficiencies

is established by the findings in Exhibit 6. Exhibit 6 identifies

10 instances where required segregation has not he'en maintained.

Notwithstanding these instances, no apparent effective action was

taken to prevent recurrence. Accordingly, the pattern of de-
'

ficiency is defined as the failure to properly segregate items

in storage.

| (c) The County contends that the foregoing pattern con-
!

stitutes a QA breakdown, since handling and storage requirements

for these items had been established but were not followed.
Criterion XIII specifies that measures shail be established in

,
the handling and storage of material and equipment in accordance

1

with work and inspection instructions to prevent damage or

deterioration. Contrary to these requirements, LILCO did not

follow its own requirements which implement Appendix B, Criterion

XIII, and also did not take effective corrective action in

accordance with Criterion XVI.

I

II. DOCUMENT CONTROL

The County on October 1,19 82 identified six Document

Control groupings and audit findings rc ed to each. As with

S torage/Hous ekeeping , there is considera. .e overlap among the

groups. Overall, the County contends that the findings support

a conclusion that there has been a failure to comply with
Appendix B Criteria III (Design Control) , V (Instructions, Pro-

cedures and Drawings), VI (Document Control). XVI (Corrective

Action), and Criteria XVIII ( Audit Followup) .
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Document Control Group I. The audit findings related to

Group I are summarized in Exhibits 7 and 8 hereto.-8/

(a) Group I identifies problems with procedures and

)
instructions, either where required procedures / instructions have'

not been issued at all or where those that have been issued are

|
inadequate.

(b) The County contends that a pattern of deficiencies is

established.. There have been 17 instances-9/where necessary

procedures / instructions were not issued and 7 related instances--10/

!

--8/ Exhibit 7 summaries Group I findings from Engineering
Assurance audits while Exhibit 8 summarizes
Group I findings from audits other than E. A. and FQC,
No FQC audit findings are being used for Document Control
Group I.

9/ E.A. 12, Finding 2.C.1; E.A. 18, p. 2, #3; E.A. 21, Finding--

012; E.A'. 22, Finding 026; E.A. 38, Finding 141; E.A. 40,
Finding 155; Site QA #7, pp. 1-2, Nos. 2& 3; LILCO QA,

Audit of S&W PQC, p. 2, #4; No. 4 Audit of LILCO Purchasing
Dept., p. 1, bottom 1; QA Audit No. 4, SNPS S&W Project,
p. 6, IV.10; Shoreham Project Audit, III.6.4; QA Audit #1,
S&W FQC, Attachment, I.A.1; QA Audit #6 LILCO Purchasing
Dept., pp. 2& 3, Finding A & Recommendation A; QA Audit
#77-8 S&W, p. 4, Finding 3, pp. 4-5, Finding 4; QA Audit
77-1, S &W FEO , p. 5, Finding 5; QA Audit 78-9 S&W, Finding
5; QA Audit 81-11 LILCO Purchasing Dept., p. 4, Open Item 1.

--10/ E.A. 21, Finding 013, #6; E.A. 24, Finding 050, #1; Site
QA Audit #1, Receiving Inspe~ction, p. 1, 52, Summary of
Findings; QA Audit #1, S&W FQC, I.C.6; S&W PQC #1, Attachment,

'

p. 1, Vendor Nonconformance #2 & Training S; QA Audit 81-9,
LILCO Shoreham Project, p. 5, Open Item 1; Courter Audit
145, 145/6.

. l

.

_ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ - - _ _
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where the procedures / instructions were inadequate. Thus, the

pattern is defined as LILCO's failure to issue or maintain

'
adequate instructions and procedures.

(c) The County contends that the foregoing deficiencies

constitute a repetitive problem which reflects a QA breakdown.

Criterion V, in part, requires that:

Activities affecting quality shall be
prescribed by documented instructions,
procedures, or drawings of a type
appropriate to the circumstances and
shall be accomplished in accordance
with these instructions, procedures,
or drawings.

The audit findings in Exhibits 7 and 8 document repeated failures

to satisfy this Criterion. The failure to effect satisfactory

corrective action indicates a failure to comply with criteria

XVI and XVIII.

Document Control Group II. The audit findings related to

Group II are summarized in Exhibits 9, 10 and 11.--11/

(a) This Group concerns LILCO's failure to distribute and

transmit documents in accordance with LILCO requirements.

(b) The County contends that a pattern of distribution /

transmittal deficiencies is documented. Beginning in March 1974

and continuing through 1980, there have been 28 instances where

distribution and transmittal problems have been identified. See

Exhibits 9, 10 and 11. Thus, the definition of the pattern is

LILCO's failure' to control transmission and distribution of

documents .

--11/ Exhibit 9 contains E. A. audit findings; Exhibit 10 contains
FQC audit findings; Exhibit 11 contains findings from 5 other
audits. |

|
- . .. . .- . .

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J
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(c) The County contends that the deficiencies identified

in Exhibits 9-11 are repetitive and effective corrective action

was not taken to prevent recurrence. Criterion VI' provides

in part:

Measures shall be established to control the
issuance of documents, such as instructions,

| procedures, and drawings, including changes
'

thereto, which prescribe all activities
affecting quality. These measures shall
assure that documents, including changes, are
reviewed for adequacy and approved for release
by authorized personnel and are distributed to
and used at the location where the prescribed
activity is performed. (emphasis supplied).

Contrary to Criterion VI, LILCO has failed to control document

distribution, as evidenced by the 28 instances identified in

Exhibits 9-11. The failure to correct these problems constitutes

a violation of Criteria XVI and XVIII as well.

Document Control Group III. The audit findings related-

12/~~

to Group III are summarized in Exhibits 12, 13 and 14.

(a) Group III concerns lack of controls related to filing,

indexing and other recordkeeping-related activities affecting

documents .

.

--12/ Exhibit 12 contains E.A. audit findings; Exhibit 13 contains
FQC audit findings; and Exhibit 14 contains findings from
other audits.

,

.

' '' '' - ''- ' ._ - - _ _ . _ - - _ _ _ - - - _ . _ . . _ _ . - _ _ _
-
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(b) The County contends that a pattern of document control

deficiencies does exist. The Group III audits identify 31
13/

instances--' in which' the master lists / indices / file's are not beine
properly maintained in accordance .with LILCO procedures. These

14/
audit findings also identify 16 related instances- in which

documents are missing from files or are misfiled. Accordingly,

the pattern of deficiencies is LILCO's failure to control document

files and indices in accordance with procedural requirements.--15/

|
|

'

|
' 13/ E.A. O , pp . 48-49; E.A. 21, Finding 013, #5; E.A. 22, Finding

--

024; E.A. 23, Finding 042, Nos. 4 & 7; E.A. 24, Finding 050,
#2; E.A. 28, Finding 0 82; Nos. 2a & 2b; E.A. 40, Finding

| 023; FQC 8, Finding 05790, #2; FQC 9, Findings 06680, 06681,
#1; FQC 12, Finding 07807; FQC 17, F.1; FQC 18, K.7; FQC
19, D.F, F.2; FQC 26, L.4; FQC 32, K.2; Site QA Audit # 9,

f NDT, p. 2, #1(b) ; QA Audit #4, SNPS S&W Project, p. 3, IV.1;

f Followup of LILCO Purchasing Audits 4 & 5, p. 1, bottom 1;
F.A. 228, 4.2; F.A. 359, 4.1; F.A. 433, Conclusion, 4.1,
4.2, 4.3, 4.4; F.A. 563, Conclusion, 4.1, 4.2. 4.3; F.A.
636, conclusion, 4.1, 4.2, 4.4; F.A. 990, 4.1.

14/ E.A. 5, p. 3, #4; E.A. 26, Finding 065; E.A. 27, Finding j
075, #1; E.A. 28, Finding 082, Nos. la & lb; E.A. 29, '

Finding 091; FQC 16, B.1, B.2. A; FQC 17, D.l.2; FQC 19,
D.6; FQC 22, B.5; LILCO Internal Audit #3, Engineering, IV.1
& 2; LILCO Internal Audit 3A, Followup of #3, p. 8, IV.4;
3d Audit of LILCO Purchasing Dept., p. 3, bottom, p. 4 top;
Site QA Audit #9, NDT, p. 2, # 1(b) ; Courter Audit 160,
160/10; F.A. 636, 4.6.

15/ The Group III problem with indices'and files necessarily
overlaps with Group V problems wherein indices and files

'

have not been maintained up-to-date. See discussion at
note 18, infra. This Group also overlaps with E&DCR filing
problems which have been addressed previously.

.

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . _
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(c) The County contends that the deficiencies described

in Exhibits 12-14 constitute a QA breakdown There have been.

| repeated occurrences of the same kinds of recordkeeping/ filing

deficiencies during the period since 1970. These deficiencies

const'itute violations of LILCO's own document control requirements

designed to implement LILCO's program for compliance with

Criterion VI. Accordingly, the County contends LILCO has failed

to comply with Criterion VI and in failing to take effective

corrective and preventive action has failed to comply with

Criteria XVI and XVIII.

,

Document Control Group IV. The audit findings related

to Group IV are summarized in Exhibits 15 and 16.-16/
,

(a, b) Group IV concerns LILCO's failure to ensure that4

'

documents applicable to and used for the Shoreham project are

legible. Of particular concern is the fact that illegible

documents were identified in the audit process. The County

believes that the project should have identified and eliminated

illegible documents immediately upon receipt, without the

necessity to rely on the audit process to provide such control.

Since auditing does not cover all documents, it appears likely

that many illegible documents were not eliminated and may have

been utilized.

--16/ Exhibit 15 contains one E.A. finding; Exhibit 16 contains
FQC findings.

.- . --. .- .-- . -. .- -
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Exhibits 15 and 16 document 15 instances of illegibility

problems and/or findings that efforts to eliminate these
'

problens were ineffective.

(c) The County contends that the repeat occurrence of

legibility problems and the lack of effective measures to . -

correct these problems constitute a QA breakdown. Criterion

VI requires, in part, that documents shall be reviewed for

adequacy and approved for release. The fact that illegible

documents were allowed to be used indicates a breakdown in

the Criterion VI review program and a failure to meet Criteria
XVI and XVIII as well. (See related discussion of review deficiencies

in part IV, infra.)

!

: Document Control Group V. The audit findings related to

Group V are summarized in Exhibits 17-19. --17/
'

(a) Group V represents findings that LILCO has failed
,

,

to maintain controlled documents up-to-date.

(b) The County contends that the Group V findings con-

stitute a pattern, defined as repeated instances where controlled

documents are not kept up-to-date. This violates LILCO require-

ments. The problems center on three areas : failure to keep
18/-

files, logs and indices up-to-date (12 instances) ;- failure to g
.

d

j --17/ Exhibit 17 contains E. A. audit findings; Exhibit 18 contains
'

FQC audit findings; Exhibit 19 contains two findings from
'other audits.

--18/ E.A. 17, p. 3, #6; E.A. 22, Findings 020, 021; E.A. 26,'

FhicEngs 066, 067; E.A. 30, Findings 09 7, 104; E.A. 39,

Finding 152; E.A. 40, Findings 155, 159; LILCO Internal Audit
3A, Followup of #3, p. 8, IV.2; LILCO Internal Audit #4,
Purchasing Dept., p. 4, #4, p. 5, #1. Note also that many |

of the E&DCR deficiencies alleged by the County also fall into-
this category, as well as other document control categories. |

.- . _ _ _ . _ __ -. - -
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keep drawings, specifications and calculations up-to-date (12

ins tances) ;'--19/and failure to keep manuals and procedures up-to-

date (19 instances).--20/Accordingly, on at least 43 occasions,
auditors identified failures to update documents in accordance

with LILCO requirements.

(c) The County contends that the failure to update documents

in a timely manner constitutes a failure to comply with criterion

VI. That criterion requires LILCO to establish measures "to

: control the issuance of documents, such as instructions, pro-

cedures and drawings, including changes thereto, which prescribe

all activities affecting quality. " LILCO did establish measures

to control documents, but failed repeatedly to comply with those

measures. This constitutes a violation of Criteria VI, XVI and

XVIII.

Document Control Group VI. The audit findings related to

Group VI are summarized in Exhibit 20. The County does not contend

that these findings constitute a pattern of breakdowns. Rather,

--19/ E.A. 21, Finding 016; E.A. 22, Finding 0 25 ; E. A. 27, Finding
074; E.A. 37, Finding 137, Nos. 2& 3; FQC 9, 06676, #1;
FQC 16, Finding D.2; FQC 17, Finding D.l.1; FQC 19, Finding
K.1; FQC 20, Finding D. 3; FQC 22, Finding L.4 ; FQC 23,
Finding L.1; FOC 32, Finding B.2.

--20 / E.A. 18, p. 2, #4; E.A. 19, 2.B.2; E.A. 22, Finding 021 #2;
'E.A. 23, Finding 0 37; E. A. 26, Finding 0 66 #3; E.A. 27,

Finding 078; E.A. 30, FhxEngs 097, 104 #3; E.A. 35, Finding
122; E.A. 38, Finding 141; E.A. 40, Findings 154, 157; FQC

'

14, Finding A.1; FQC 14, FbxUngs B . 2, D.2, D.3; FQC 16,
Findings B.2A-E, D.4; FQC 18, Finding B.l.

- _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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these findings are listed for possible use in cross-examination '

of the LILCO prefiled testimony, particularly as that testimony

relates to procurement and the inspection processes.

III. FSAR CONFIGURATION

The County has prepared and delivered to LILCO a statement

of proposed stipulated facts concerning FSAR configuration

deficiencies. That statement, attached hereto as Exhibit 21,

is largely self-explanatory and presents most of the data

necessary to comply with the Board's direction quoted on page 1

of this filing. The County notes the following additional points.

The FSAR configuration matter is presented as an example

where the design process has not been controlled. The FSAR

represents the basic component of the OL application and LILCO's

commitment regarding how the plant will be designed and con-

structed. As documented in the SALP reviews, CAT inspection

and the seven configuration reports, the as-built plant does not

conform to the FSAR commitments.

Criterion III of Appendix B provides in part:

Measures shall be established to assure that
applicable regulatory requirements and the
design basis, as defined in S 50.2 and as
specified in the license application, for
those structures , systems, and components-

to which this appendix applies are correct-
ly translated into specifications, drawings,
procedires, and instructions. . . .

t Measur(s shall be established for the identi-
fication and control of design interfaces
and for coordination among participating;

|

!

. ..
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design organizations. These measures shall
include the establishment of procedures
among participating design organizations
for the review, approval, release, distri-
bution, and revision of documents involving
design interfaces.

,

*

* * *

Design changes, including field changes,
shall be subject to design control measures
commensurate with those applied to the
original design and shal.'. be approved by
the organization that performed the original
design unless the applicant designates
another responsible organization.

Contrary to the foregoing, the facts documented in Exhibit 21

demonstrate that adequate measures were not established to

ensure that the requirements and design basis specified in the

FSAR were properly translated into specifications , drawings,

procedures and instructions. These facts also document that

design interfaces and design changes were not controlled, since

the as-built plant does not conform to the FSAR. This constitutes

a violation of Criterion III.

IV. DRAWINGS, SKETCHES & DIAGRAMS

In one of the County's October 1, 19 82 letters , the County

identified " drawings, sketches and diagrams " as a separate area

of " pattern" inquiry, specifying a number of EA audits to be
,

used in that connection. Exhibit 22 hereto provides summaries

of those EA audit findings.

_ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The County has decided that the " drawing, sketches and

diagram" inquiry is most appropriately considered as a further
.

part of the document control inquiry (hereafter, Group VII) and thus

proposes to pursue this examination prior to inquiry regarding

FSAR configuration. The County provides below a summary of
..

this Group VII of document control.

(a) The Group VII audit findings concern LILCO's failure

to ensure the proper development and review of drawings, sketches

and diagrams.

(b) The County contends that the Group VII audit findings

constitute a pattern of noncompliances related to development

and review of drawings, sketches and diagrams. EA 00,-2, 29, 39,

and 40, as described in Exhibit 22, directly identify problems j

in the review and checking of such documents. The other audit

findin n in Exhibit 22 document problems with such documents

which ',nould have been identified if the development / review /

checking process had been functioning properly. The fact that

those problems only were identified at the audit stage is

evia nce that the review and checking process had not been

successfully implemented.

(c) The County contends that the problems identified in

Exhibit 22 reflect a QA breakdown which violates Criteria III.

and VI. Criterion III, in part, requires measures for review

and release of design documents involving design' interface
-

' ' ' ' ' '

-

- - _ - - - - - - . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . - - - _ - _ . _ . . _ . _ _
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requires measures to ensure that drawings properly translate

design commitments. Contrary to these requirements, Exhibit 22

shows many instances where proper design control was not
'

effected. Similarly, Criterion VI requires that measures shall

be established to " assure that documents, including changes, are

reviewed for adequacy. In many instances, such review"
. . .

was not accomplished. Accordingly, in failing to control the

design process, particularly due to inadequate review of design

documents , LILCO has violated Criteria III and V'I.

Respectfully submitted,

David J. Gilmartin
Patricia A. Dempsey
Suf folk County Department of Law
Veterans Memorial Highway
Hauppauge, New York 11788

.,*

W
'Herbert H. Brown

Lawrence Coe Lanpher
Alan Roy Dynner -

KIRKPATRICK, LOCKHART, HILL,
CHRISTOPHER & PHILLIPS

1900 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(20 2) 452-7000

October 11, 1982 Attorneys for Suffolk County
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I EXHIBIT LIST..

EXHIBIT DESCRIPTION

1 Audit Findings re storage / housekeeping Group I:
storage card problems.

2 Audit Findings re storage / housekeeping Group II:
protection of material and equipment from
weather-related damage.

3 Audit Findings re storage / housekeeping Group III:
capping and covering of stored equipment and
materials.

4 Audit Findings re storage / housekeeping Group IV:
environmental protection for stored equipment.

5 Audit Findings re storage / housekeeping Group V:
failure to keep areas clean and free of debris.

6 Audit Findings re storage / housekeeping Groups VI
and VII: failure to provide segregated storage.

,

7 EA Audit Findings re document control Group I:
inadequate procedures and instructions.

8 Audit Findings (Not EA or FQC) re document control
Group I: inadequate procedures and instructions.

9 EA Audit Findings re document control Group II:
problems with distribution / transmittal of
documents.

10 FQC Audit Findings re document control Group II:,

; problems with distribution / transmittal of documents.

; 11 Audit Findings (Not EA or FQC) re document control
Group II: problems with distribution / transmittal

! of documents.
i

| 12 EA Audit Findings re document control Group III:
problems re filing and indexing.'

13 FQC Audit Findings re document control Group III:
problems re filing and indexing.

,

14 Audit Findings (Not EA or FQC) re document control
'

Group III: problems re filing and indexing.

| 15 EA Audit Findings re document control Group IV:
legibility problems.

,

,, , ,- - e--- -. ,-, - , , - - - - , , .,- , , .-- ~ -r ,-e- - - - r-,
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EXHIBIT DESCRIPTION

16 FQC Audit Findings re document control Group IV:
legibility problems.

17 EA Audit Findings re document control Group V:
failure to maintain documents up-to-date.

18 FQC Audit Findings re document control Group V:
* failure to maintain documents up-to-date.

19 Audit Findings (Not EA or FQC) re document control
Group V: failure to maintain documents up-to-date.

20 Audit Findings re document control Group VI.

21 FSAR Configuration Proposal.

22 EA Audit Findings re document control Group VII:
inadequate review of drawings, sketches and,

diagrams.
'

I

I

.
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EXHIBIT 1

+* STORAGE GROUP I: STORAGE CARD DEFICIENCIES

Audit Page/
Audit Finding Date Description

FQC 13 D.4 3/75 Some NSS equipment in one
warehouse doesn't have ' Equip-
mont History storage Cards"

D.7 Some cards don't indicate what
maintenance checks are required,
although some checks are being
done.

I

FA 238 4.3 3/75 The Storage History Card megger- )
ing schedule for the windings
of the Reactor Core Spray Pump
violates specifications for
electrical inst'allation; also
special handwritten QC
instructions.

FQC 15 D.8 8/75 Storage card listed equipment
in one location (Bay J) while it
really was in Bay E.

FA 376 4.2 3/76 No copies of Storage History Cards
were found on 5 control panels
stored in the Control Room.

4.7 No Storage History Card exists
for RBCLCW Heat Exchangers stored
in reactor building. No S&W or
manufacturer's procedure requires
storage care or maintenance nor is
there a provision for periodic
inspection of these safety-related
items.

4.8 Storage History Card for a Control
Panel indicates items have been
in storage for almost a year but
only inspection took place on
day Storage 1Estory Card was pre-
pared.

FA 443 4.4 10/76 The Storage History Cards for the
Hydraulic Control Units (HCUs) for
the Control Rod Drive (CRD) (a) were
not updated to reflect store-in-
place status; (b) indicated units
were packed in wooden boxes and on
dunhage (later verified as corrected),

<

.
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Audit Page/
'

**

Audit Finding Date Description

FQC 21 D.ll 4/77 4 of 12 pieces of Cat. I equip-
,

ment didn't have Storage History
Cards.,

D.12 Storage History Card didn't
reflect where equipment was

- ' actually stored.

FA 601 4.4 6/7'7 Numerous meters had missed
inspections required by the
Storage History Card.

FQC 24 B.4 12/77 Audit of 4 cards re electrical
equipment didn't reflect FQC
checks for 8 months. Supposed to
be quarterly.

FA 721 4.4 3/78 Storage area surveillance
inspections are not being per-
formed by Courter QC personnel.

FQC 27 B.9 9/78 Cards being processed by CSI
rather than QC procedure.

B.7,
B.8 FQC couldn't document on storage

cards that it had witnessed all
required tests.

FA 1016 4.1 10/79 The motors from three (3) motor
operated valves (MOVs) were re-
moved from storage and installed,

without meggering being performed
as required by the Storage History
Cards.

,

4.2 Storage History Cards for two (2)
bearings indicate that they were
not lubricated within a year's
time. Inconsistency of fan
pre-lubrication.(lack of necessity
for storage 'lubricati6n) with-

Storage History Card requirements
4

should require change in Storage i
History Card requirements so only
turnover lubrication requirement
is in effect.

3

.. .
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Audit Page/
Audit Finding Date Description

FA 1016 4.3 10/79 The required strip heater periodic
inspection (s) was/were never
performed; neither are the strip
heaters installed in the compon-
ents. Also, two components had
no " poly" covering.

FA 1086 4.4 3/80 The Storage History Cards for
44 components do not indicate
that they are safety-related.

FA 1213 4.1 1/81 The Storage History Card of a
motor operated valve (MOV) did
not record the performance c * i
megger test.

4.2 No documented quarterly maintenance
checks had been performed on a
panel in almost a year.

FA 1425 4.1 2/82 A piece cf equipment requiring a
quarterly storage inspection was
not inspected in almost a year
and a half.

.

e

e

t

t

|
!
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STORAGE GROUP II: FAILURE TO PROTECT AGAINST WEATHER
..

Audit Page/
Audit Finding Date Description

FQC 8 05782 &
page 3 3/74 Specs call for water tight doors,

but they are not provided.

FQC 13 B.13 3/75 Traceability control number fading
.

due to light exposure.

D.5 Storage area 7-9 not well-drained.

FA 226 4.4 3/75 Storage Level D3 has poor drainage
and puddling.

4.14 Some Storage Level C areas do not
drain properly because the yard does
not have stone spread throughout
the enclosure. Equipment is exposed
to unnecessary dampness.

FA 238 4.9 3/75 Motor leads are exposed to moisture
and possible damage.

FA 340 4.3 11/75 Steel plates ( 7) were found lying
on the ground.

FA 371 4.1 2/76 A torn tarpaulin on a refueling
platform funneled water on equipment.

4.2 A bundle of stainless steel piping
was lying in a puddle.

*

4.3 Steel angle and plate stock materials
had ponded water trapped in some of
them. Also, unidentified bars were

'

welded to others .

4.4 Steel stock material was lying on
the ground.

FA 376 4.4 3/76 The roof still , leaks in one of the
warehouses.

FA 425 4.1 7/76 Nine (9) pieces of unidentified ,

, equipment are stored outdoors, un-
covered, with torn or missing opening
seals.

>

. -

*
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** Audit Page/
Audit Finding Date Description

FA 425 4.3 7/76 Storage a'rea roof leaks badly onto .

stored cardboard crates and cartons.

FA 444 4.1 9/76 A storage area had an accumul rion of
trash and cartons, a pile of structural
steel in a rain puddle with no
dunnage, and several stock stainless-
steel angles in contact with a carbon
steel enhednent.

4.2 Pipe hanger material had water ponded
in structural steel shapes. Two
turnbuckles had rust on their threads
and machined swivel ball joints.

4.4 A painted structural steel assembly
of th@ refueling platform was
severcly corroded.

FA 443 4.4 10/76 The Hydraulic. Control Units (HCUs) for
the Control Rod Drive (CRD) were not
recovered with water barrier wrapping
and rivulets.of water came down on
all sides of the units from concrete
curing above the level of the units.

FA 470 4.2 10/76 A storage roof leaks badly onto stored
cardboard crates and cartons. The
situation has worsened since issuance

| of earlier violation.

FQC 23 D.5(1) 9/77 Weather proof coverings not provided,.

allowing moisture and wind damage.

D.5(2) Turbine laggings and casings were
,

rusted, contained water.

D.5(3) Heavy walled pipe not protected
vs. weather.

D.6 Roof covering warehouse torn, resulting;

in crates of thermal sleeves becoming
wet, conflicts with ANSI N45. 2. 2.

,

D.7 Cable reels in deep puddle of water.

r

.
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Audit Page/, ,

Audit Finding Date Description

FA 648 4.3 10/77 The poly cover on a MOV was torn.

allowing water to come into contact
with equipment. Also, the lamp
providing local heat was not on. |
The bulb needed to be replaced.

,

FQC 24 K.6 12/77 D.5 of FQC Audit 23 not all fixed.

K.7 D.6 of FQC Audit 23 not fixed
although protective covering
provided.

'I

FQC 25 K.3 4/78 Some of D.5 of FQC Audit 23 just
being fixed.

FA 803 3.1 8/78 Outdoor storage conditions were
found to be barely satisfactory.

4.1 One motor operated valve and three
air operated valves were being stored
outdoors , not in a heated building.
Also, 2 of the AOVs were missing
end caps.

4.2 Numerous bundles of reinforcing bars.
were not on dunnage and were in
contact with the ground.

FQC 34 N.2 6/80 Plastic covering ripped, exposing
pipe to elements.

FA 1183 4.1 10/80 Steel shapes not on dunnage and
scrap material not in designated*

HOLD / REJECT area remain in those
conditions.

.

4.2 Several containers of conduit
collars do not have protective
covers (the " poly" is severely
weathered) . Several pieces of
conduit and several conduit elbows
did not have end caps.

4.3 Several pieces of angle steel and "I"
beam material were not on dunnage. '

.'

. . . .

s

0
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Audit Page/** -

Audit Finding Date Description |

FQC 36 p. 1 and 1.3 12/80 Cable not properly stored.
.

FA 1275 4.2 5/81 A skid of fuel storage racks was
found without its protective cover
intact.

FQC 40 1.3 12/81 Cable not properly stored, including
in puddle.

,

t

0
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.. EXHIBIT 3
STORAGE GROUP III: STORAGE PROBLEMS, PARTICULARLY

.*
RELATED TO COVERING AND CAPPING

Audit Page/
'

Audit Finding Date Description
'

FQC 13 D.8 3/75 Check valves not covered. Last 3
monthly construction dept. checks
show same problem with same. valves.

FQC 15 D.7 8/75 Five 10" gate valves without
protective end caps required by
procedure.

FQC 17 D.4 3/76 Valves and heat exchangers lack
required protective covers.

FA 376 4.1 3/76 A control panel was not protected
against mechanical damage.

FA 425 4.4 7/76 Stored cardboard cartons are stacked
so high that the bottom ones are
crushed.

FA 443 4.1 10/76 Standby liquid control system pumps
have rust surrounding the bolts and
carbon steel lifting rings where
they are threaded into a stainless
steel housing.

FA 470 4.3 10/76 Stored cardboard cartons are still
stacked so high that the bottom ones
are crushed. This rep 2ats an earlier
violation.

4.9 A core spray header pipe was lying
on the floor with its end cap
missing.

FQC 20 D.4 1/77 Electrical cable protruding from
concrete for grounding purposes not
protected, violating spec.

FQC 21 D.7 4/77 Expansion bolts lacked temporary
protective covers required by spec.

D.8 Iron contamination to be prevented /
minimized by covering or isolating
materials. Contrary to spec., this
wasn't done.
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Audit Page/..
Audit Finding Date Descriotion

FA 601 4.1 6/77 Two valve bodies were found with
no visible identification and no
end caps applied to 'them.

4.2 Valves were found without end caps
applied to them.

4.3 A valve was found with no end cap
applied to it.

,

FQC 23 D.5(3)
p. 2 of 3
D.8 9/.77 Heavy walled pipe lacked end caps'

numerous, repeated storage problems.

FA 656 4.2 11/77 Miscellaneous pieces of piping were
found off dunnage and missing end
caps. Several pieces of piping and
sections of structural steel were
also found off dunnage.

FQC 24 D.3 12/77 Ends of cable reels not sealed with
insulating varnish.

D.5 Damage to level control switch.

FA 721 4.1 3/78 Fourteen piping spool pieces were.

found missing end caps, lacking
'identification and also were cluttered

with debris. -

4.2 A motor. operated butterfly valve was
found with an end cap punctured. A
second motor operated butterfly valve
was missing both end caps and mud had
accumulated on the valve butterfly
plate.

FA 740 4.1 4/78 A control room air conditioning
system unit had severe peeling
of the protective coating on the
unit's inside surfaces. Also, one of
the threaded pipes at the base of the
unit is missing its screw-on cover
and a length of 1/2" conduit has been
broken away from a fitting near the
top of the filter. Also, several
other lengths of conduit are bent due !

to deb,ris and ductwork being piled on' i

top of the unit. |

!

.
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Audit Page/
** Audit Findine Date Description

FA 740 4.2 4/78 The electrical terminations and'
inside surfaces of an electrical'

panel box were extensively corroded.

4.3 Two tanks were fdund with two
openings left uncovered.

| FA 803 4.3 8/78 Numerous pieces of stock pipe were
found with split, broken, or
missing end caps.

4.4 various temporary laydown areas had
excessive litter and/or piping wu
off dunnage and missing end caps.

FQC 27 D.7 9/78 Stored in place equipment lacks
covers and other protection.

FA 934 4.1 4/79 A panel did not have the " poly"
cover required by the Storage
History Card.

4.2 A panel had several unplugged
openings on the stainless steel
lines.

'

4.3 Nine individually mounted instruments
have unplugged openings. This is
a generic problem,

4.4 The copper tubing on an air operated
valve was found kinked and the copper i

tubing on a solenoid operated
valve was broken off. Two SOVs were
missing their steinless steel
identification tags.

FQC 30 N.1 5/79 Courter failed to cap piping,
including one item installed in
containment.

FA 980 4.1 '8/79 None of four panels reviewed was
covered with " poly. " This is a
generic problem that has been noted

i on 3 previous instrumentation storage
audits.

4.2 Two pieces of equipment had conduit
openings uncapped,

s

I*

,
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Audit Page/
', Audit Finding Date Description

FA 980 4.3 8/79 Four valves had conduit openings
uncapped. Two of those valves
were not identified.-

FA 1016 4.6 10/79 The motor wiring'of a component
presently stored in place has not been
terminated and is lying loose out of
the junction box with no cover on
the junction box.

FA 1026 4.1 10/79 A component had an uncovered conduit
opening.

4.2 Five components had uncovered conduit
and tubing openings.

FQC 32 D.3 11/79 Covers of 5 portable heated
electrobe containers were not
closed.

FQC 33 p. 2 of 3
D.4 3/80 Due to lack of or damage to covers,

many instrumentation assemblies
vulnerable to damage. Also lack
of caps on tubing.

FA 1086 4 .'l 3/80 A component was not covered with
" poly". The unit had been damaged
and an air filter a'nd a gauge were
mis sin.g.

4.2 Two filters are kaing used for
storage of such 's as a welder's

; helmet, piping, t _;ag, rain coats,
and various debris. Several conduits
on top of the units had their openings
uncapped and there was an accumula-
tion of debris behind one filter. ,

Also, the filters are not properly
identified.

,

Q.R.* p. 1 5/80 FA 1063, 1070 & 1086 identify'

f ailures to provide adequate
environmental protection for
installed equipment.

'

FQC 34 K.3 6/80 Some of D.4 of FQC Audit 33 not
corrected.

N.2 Piping not protected, including
lack of protective end coverings.

* Quarterly Report to Management

.

--m,-
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Audit Page/
.* Audit Finding Date Description

Q.R. p.2 7/22/80 FA 1098, 4/80, identifies additional
instances where there is lack of
environmental protection for.

installed equipment, including
failure to cover-and cap.

FQC 35 p. 2 of 3,
,

| 2.3 9/80 Open ends of tubing identified as
de'ficient in FQC Audits 33 and 34
still not properly protected.

FA 1180 4.1 10/80 Courter is not maintaining adequate
valve storage conditions. A review
of ten valves indicated deficiencies
in five valves:

1 uncapped position switch and
missing pressure gauge

2 uncapped solenoid valve and
missing pressure gauge

3 damaged pressure regulator and
missing pressure gauge

4 &5 uncapped openings.

4.3 An uncapped opening remains uncapped.

Q. R. p.1 11/13/80 FA 1133 and 1142 identify two {
failures to provide adequate
environmental protection for,

'

installed equipment.

FQC 36 p. 1, item
3.1.2 and
Obs. 1.2 12/80 Improper storing resulting in oil

and water contamination and un-
acceptable megger readings. Problem
had been previously noted.-

FA 1204 4.1 12/80 Two filters were not covered with
" poly" and the doors were removed
exposing the internals of the'

filters to dirt and potential damage.

4.2 The identification of a component
was not visible without removing the
protective covers.

FA 1234 4.1 1/81 An instrument had an uncapped conduit
opening.

_
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Audit Page/ ,

' Audit Finding Date Description*
4

Q.R. p.1 2/17/81 FA 1180 and 1204 identify further
failures to provide adequate
environmental protection for ;

installed equipment. ;

:

FA 1301 4.1 6/81 Equipment was not covered with
" poly."

'

FA 1313 4.1 3/81 Two components were not covered with |
" poly." .-

i

4.2 A component was not covered with ;
" poly" and the electrical box was

i damaged. j

Q.R. p.2 8/31/81 FA 1275, 1297 and 1301 identify
further instances of improper ,

environmental protection of !
installed equipment, including |
failure to provide adequate covers

'and improper use of internal
; heaters.

|
'

FQC 40 1.3 12/81 Cable lacks covers. i

Q.R. p.1 12/03/81 FA 1313 identified 3 additional
i instances wh:ere stored-in-place ;

; equipment not adequately covered. ;

i
'

,

,

i

:

|

,

.

[

f

.
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EXHIBIT 4*

..
STORAGE GROUP IV: ENVIRON!1 ENTAL PROTECTION

;
.. 7

Audit Page/
Audit Finding Date Description

FQC 13 D.9 3/75 Dessicant in main steam stop valves -

for humidity control purposes had
not been checked.

FA 226 4.1 3/75 Two motor generator sets are in a
unheated-instead of'a heated-indoor

i

storage area. ;

)
FA 340 4.1 11/75 Control Rod Drive Pump Motors did

not have their space heaters ;

'energized for 8 days while in
s torage . j

FA 376 4.3 3/76 "Leanto" area's heaters were not f
.

fully operational. Lack of heat
has continued uncorrected throughout ,

!winter.
i

FQC 21 B.9 4/77 Humidity in storage area at 70%,
D.14 rather than maximum of 60 % provided ,

by proc.edure.

D.15 Items required to beheated and ,

within building. Certain items
didn't have strip heater energized
and also the protective enclosure [

i was torn and condensation noted.
<

D.16 Spring heaters being stored under
,! . wrong conditions since building

has no roof and protective plastic :

blown away. !

)
'

D.17 Pump motors and pump stored in
wrong type of area. Failure to ;
correct from earlier inspection. [:

t

D.18 Rust accummulated on valve due to !
i storage in' uncontrolled area without

protective covering.
r

FA 679 4.2 12/77 A pump was found not to have local i

heat applied in an unheated structure F

as required by the Storage IIistory (
Card. t

i,

.. .

. _ _ . - - . _ ,, ., - - - - - -m.. _ , - , .,, - - - - - , - , - , , _ c - - - , -- 3.
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..
Audit Page/

+* Audit Finding Date Description

FA 679 4.3 12/77 Rust is still evident in the threaded
bolt holes surrounding the carbon i
steel lifting rings where thsy are
threaded into the 'ainless steel
housing for the Stu 2dby Liquid
Control System Pumps. This is a
continuation.of an earlier violation
from Audit 555.

,

FA 699 4.1 2/78 The refueling platform, main hoist
motor, and monorail hoist motor do
not have local heat applied. The
motors are also stored in an area
different from the area required by
the Storage History Card.

.

FA 721 4.3 3/78 The twenty-five horsepower motor
attached to the hydrogen recombiner
did not have the internal heater
operating.

FA 1301 4.2 6/81 Internal heaters were kept 31 F
above the required temperature.
Since the primary purpose of the
heat is to prevent condensation,
the amount of heat applied is
excessive.

.

e

e

i

e

e

e

t

. .
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EXHIBIT 5

..

STORAGE GROUP V: HOUSEKEEPING DEFICIENCIES
..

Audit Page/
Audit Finding Date Description

I

FQC 8 3 3/74 Trash barrels available but not
being used. Deterioration since
last audit.

FQC 11 3 10/74 Same finding as in FQC Audit 8.

FA 226 4.3 3/75 Garbage and food were found in a
storage area, the Reactor Shroud
Enclosure.

FA 425 4.2 7/76 Accumulations of trash and evidence
of food / drink consumption were found
in storage areas.

FA 470 4.1 10/76 Accumulations of trash and evidence
of food / drink consumption were still
found in storage areas. Repeats an
earlier violation.

4.5 A box containing a refueling platform
assembly hoist had an accumulation
of trash including old desiccant bags
and an open can of unidentified
liquid in its open crate. Also,
there was no " poly" cover and one
instrument was rusting.

.

'FQC 20 D.5 1/77 Trash and litter allowed to accumulate,
thus violating CSI-13.1.

FQC 21 D.13 4/77 Trash accumulation in storage areas,
violating QC-17.1.

FQC 23 K.5 9/77 D.13 of FQC Audit 21 not fixed.

FQC 24 p. 2 of 3, 12/77 Housekeeping lack of attention is
item 3.1.1 evident.

FQC 25 D.6 4/78 Housekeeping inspections not documented.

D.7 Housekeeping zone markers not posted.

FQC 26 K.4 6/78 Relating to D.6 of FQC Audit 25, finds
procedure inadequate.

FA 803 4.4 8/78 various temporary laydown areas had
excessive litter and/or piping was
off dunnage and missing end caps.



.

-2-
..

Audit Page/
* * Audit Finding Date Description;

FA 1086 4.2 3/80 Two filters are being used for
storage of such items as a welder's

i helmet, piping, tubing, raincoats,
and various debris. Several conduits
on top of the units had their open-
ings uncapped and there was an
accumulation of' debris behind one
filter. Also, the filters are not.

properly identified.
,

FQC 34 N.2 6/80 Housekeeping deficient; debris and
dirt need cleanup.

i

FA 1275 4.1 5/81 A pipe storage area was found to have
excessive litter and debris. Con-
tinuation of a violation in Audit
1237.

| FA 1325 3.2 8/81 A storage area continued to have
excessive litter and debris.
Violation remains from audit 1275.

4.1 A storage area continued to have
excessive litter and debris.
Violation remains from audit 1275.
It was verified that a wooden floor
has been installed but it appears
that the area is not cleaned
regularly.

1

_ _ . . _ . _ __ __ _ _ -I
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EXHIBIT 6

..
STORAGE GROUPS VI AND VII: STORING ITEMS

*
IN WRONG AREAS

Audit Page/ -

Audit Finding Date Description
,

1
'

FQC 8 3 and ,

A.O. 05786 3/74 Flamable materials not segregated; l

precautions not taken. A repetition
- ~ of earlier finding.

FQC 17 D.5 o '' 6 Outdated epoxy stored in Category I
section. ;

FQC 13 D.6 3/75 Accepted, rejected, hold and ,

uninspected goods are intermixed. |

i

FQC 15 D.2 8/75 Different types of welding electrodes
stored together in violation of specs.

FA 340 4.2 11/75 Highly volatile Tylox cement was
stored among vital items.

FA 376 4.6 3/76 A flammable liquid storage container
in the middle of a steel receiving
area.

FA 425 4.5 7/76 Three tanks of propane gas were found
in a storage area.

FCC 23 D.5(5) 9/77 Gas stored in wrong area.

FQC 32 D.3 11/79 Oven contained two types of
electrodes; also, wire types not

* segregated.

FQC 34 N.2 6/80 Instrumentation assemblies not
properly segregated.-

<

.

. .
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EXHIBIT 7
e.

.*
.

DOCUMENT CONTROL GROUP 1: PROBLEMS WITH PROCEDURE /INSTPUCTIONS
_

Audit No. Page/ Finding Date Description

EA 12 2.C.1 1/75 Project instructions have not
been inaued for reproducing,
distributing and filing loop

, . diagrar s; contrary to EAP 5.15.

EA 18 p. 2, #3 7/76 Project does not have instruc-
tions for distribution of
Functional Control Diagrams
and descriptions.

EA 21 012 5/77 Supplier Technical Documents
Project Memo 52 does not give
instruction for follow-up of
delinquent documents from sup-
pliers.

013, #6 Project Instructions do not
state the criteria for deter-
mining:

A. Whether a change authorized
by an N&D is to be incorporated
into welding and material pro-
cess procedures, and ESSOWs.-

B. When the changes (which
must be incorporated) are to be
incorporated into welding and
material process procedures,
and ESSOWS.

EA 22 026 8/77 The project has not issued in-
structions to identify the dis-,

tribution of S&W generated Stress
Reports / Analyses to manufactur-
ing sites, installation sites,
and the client.

EA 24 050, #1 3/78 The project is following
procedures / instructions (e .g . ,i

SATMs, DCs, DPs, IOCs, etc.)
which have ceen superseded or
are not covered by division
guidelines. Interoffice memo-
randum requires that these docu-
ments be authorized for use by

t

project instruction or a devia-'

tion request approved in accor-
dance with EMAG-O. Also, the
project has developed a "LILCO-
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.. Audit No. Page/ Finding Date Description

Pipe Stress and Supports Manual"
which is intended for inclusion -

in the project instruction sys-
tem. However, this manual does
not contain all of the proce-
dures/ instr..tions (e.g., STAMs,
DG-Zs) being followed and it
has not yet been incorporated.

,

into the project instructions.
.

EA 38 141 12/81 There is no single :omprehensive
project instructior. that details
preparation, issuance, and con-

| trol of the project manual.
Currently, the instructions for
preparation, format, and control
of project directions are found
in several different sections
of the manual.

EA 40 155 6/82 There are no project procedures
governing the' preparation, re-
view, and control of cable block
diagrams. There is no evidence
that CBCs are reviewed.

l

.

.

.

e
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EXHIBIT 8

..

' '
GROUP 1: PROBLEMS WITH PROCEDURES / INSTRUCTIONS

,

Audit Page/ Finding Date Description4

Site QA Audit p. 1, V 2 8/7/72 Beceiving inspection procedure is j
#1 - Feceiving Sumary of inadequate, particularly re lack ;

Inspection Findhgs of specific instruction for
(2 pages) inspector and lack of any pro- ;

.

vision for acceptance of GE
purchased equipment. Matter-

serious enough to warrant innediate
meeting with S&W personnel. Deh H =-

,

of proble:ns described in "Su:Tmary |
'

of Findings."
J

Site QA #7 pp. 1-2, 8/27/73 Ibutine practice of verbally placing
Nos. 2 & 3 orders for Cat.egory I equipment prior

to issuing written purchase orders
,
'

violates Criterion VI of App. B since
suopliers frequently do not receive
written QC instructions until after
shipnent of naterial or performance'

of services.

Need to prepare and inplement pro-
cedures to fully describe functions

' of FQC, purc:hasing and construction
re procurement activities.

Need to develop nethod for QC to
verify acceptability of prospective
suppliers prior to placenent of
orders..

LILCD QA p. 2, #4 11/13/73 Criteria for. final and in-process
Audit of S W inscections are not established for'

PQC ' initial shipments of equipment Spot
check by LILCD QA found unacceptable
weld conditions. PQC shop inspection

,

; personnel need further training.

No. 4 Audit p. 1, 10 & 11/73 Procedure describing maintenance and
. of LILOO bottom 9 distribution of pur6ase order
Purchasing register is still unavailable after

'

. rept. repeated requests. .

QA Audit No. p. 6, IV.10 1974 No follow-up system to assure that
4, SNPS S&W technical changes, transmitted to

. Project vencbrs by Purchase Change Order, are
eventually heorporated into pumhase

,
- spec.

. .

O
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.. Audit Pace / Finding Date Description

| Shoreham III.6.4 1974 S&N needs to establish program to enforce
Project require:nent that preparers and revieaers
Audit of specs. conply with project procedures.

QA Audit Attachnent, 1975 bb detailed CC procedures or instructions
#1, S&W I.A.1 re FQC review of vendor provided
EC doctrnentation.

I.A.3 FQC documentation review group has
accepted docunantation where doct:nentation
checklists haven't been properly approved
by S&W engineer as required by spec.

I.C.5 Category I itens were sanple receipt
inspected in violation of QC ranual that
allows sanpling of Cat. I only with
LIICO's approval.

I.C.6 FQC receipt inspection procedures do not
require check or review to assure
received item has been provided in
accordance with the required procurement
docunent change level.

S&W PQC Attachnent, 1975 S&W PQC ranual cbesn't' address fornal
#1 p. 1 Vendor responsibilities and interface of PQC

Nonconforrance re vendor-identified nonconforrances.
#2 & Training Ib specific training for PQC inspectors re
V vendor quality doctnent requirenents

and review of quality data in those
'

documents.

QA Audit pp. 2&3, Finding 10/75 No written procedure outlining requirements.

#6 LILCD A & Peccrmendation for purcdiase orders or addenda.
Purchasing A
D3pt.

.

QA Atriit P. 4, Finding 3 8/77 Centrary to EAP.17.1, S&W has not issued
#77-8 S&W project instruction to inplement

records retention program.

pp. 4-5, Finding A. S&W doesn't have instructions or .

4 procedures to determine the cause of
. significant conditions adverse to quality

and to assure that all required protective
actions are taken to preclude repetition.

B. SNEC Prchlem Peporting system
utilized to provide feedback regarding

'_
deficient vendor pipe support design
calculations did not address affected
discrepant-pipe supports which had been
shipped to Shorcham.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _
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..

Audit Page/ Finding Date Descriotion
. . -

,

C. Shoreham Project did not provide any
forral feedback or information to Ch-
until July 1977, with respect to the
discrepant pipe supports shipped to the
Shoreham Site.

Prior to July b77, SWEC QA' had notD.
i identified discrepant pipe supports at

the site. 'Ihis audit finding violates

Section 16 (Corrective Action) of SWEC
I Shoreham Project Quality Assurance Fanual'

and the LIILO Engineering Quality
Assurance Manual.-

QA Audit p. 5, 8/77 S&W, with exception of audits of
'

77-1 S&W Finding 5 Bergen Paterson design control program
Field Ex- inplementation, has failed to develop
tension formal program to assure accepaN1ity'

Office of all pipe support calculations provided
by B.P.

QA Audit p. 4, Finding 10/78 No documented evidence resulting from
; 78-9 S&W 2 S&W review that supplier's QA program

is applied or conraitted to be applied to'

all S/R items.

Finding 5 Project Digineering hasn't issued
instructions re gathering, storing, and
releasing QA records into permanent file.

QA Audit pp. 3-4; 10/79 Contrary to Criterion IV, project for
j- 79-10 Audit Finding certain outside engineering services has

S&W 1 not provided docum ntation which includes
basis for work to be accxrplished and.

other information necessary to assure
adequate quality. Violates EAP.

'

QA Audit p. 3, B.6 3/81 Certain purchase orders failed to
81-9 indicate whether item or service was
LILCO Shoreham safety-related.'

Project

p. 5, Open Shoreham Project. Procedures for procurerent
Ite.m 1 activities do not clearly define the

requirenants for generating a procurenant
docunent, or for the required review and
approval by the Lead Engineer, the Quality
Assurance Manager (for safety related items),'

and the Proje Engineer for material,
equipment and engineering services when they
are initiated by LILCD personnel froms

' Project Engineering or other Engineering
disciplines. -

.

9
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. * Atriit Page/ Finding Date Description

QA Audit p. 3, Finding 3/81 Purdase orders and supplements beihg
81-11 1 processed without project release
L1LCO for:n signed bf Project Er'ineer.'

Purchasing
Dept. p. 3, Finding .

2 Purchase Requisitions that don't
indicate whether items are Category 1
or 2 are processed as Category 2.

p. 4, Open Item
1 Many current problens associated with

processing of PR's generated by LILCD
result from lack of procedures to inple-
ment quality requirenents for control
of procurerent doctments.

Cburter 145/6 4/3/81 Failure to cxrply with procedure
Audit requiring OA manager to issue meno
145 to Estimating / Purchasing upon inclusion

of Vendor on approved list.

.

e

e

a

e
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EA 2 - 1 of )

Document Control Group 2:
** Distribution / Transmittal Problems

Audit No. Page/ Finding Date Description

EA 13 2.C.2 4/75 N&D's related to drawings
not distributed to Project
Design Engineer so Change
Record doesn't list N&D's
requiring drawing changes.

EA 14 2.C.7 8/75 Copies of N&D's not sent to
Project Design Engineer.
Project's response to last
audit not received by EA.

EA 24 047 3/78 1. The distribution litt for
purchase recommendations is
not in agreement'with the
project manual model.

,

2. Of the two letters of
recommendation audited,
neither had its pink copy
star. ped by the equipment
specialist. One of the letters
had not included the equipment
specialist in the distribution
list.,

EA 25 060 6/78 1. Document issue checklists
identifying specifications
sent to the site, are being
issued approximately every two
months instead of within one
week after the issue of the*

specifications.

2. Of five DICLs audited to-

determine whether site
personnel were receiving
specifications, one of the
DICLs was recorded as having
been iss,ued. The project
records do not contain any
evidence that the four listed
specifications were received
at the site. Also, no
evidence that the project had
attempted to verify site
receipt of those specification 6

3

. .
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EXHIBIT 10
. ..

** Document Control Group 2: Distribution / Transmittal Problems
.

Audit Page/ Finding Date Description
t

FQC8 05788 3/74 Document transmittal forms are
inot being returned to the site within

5 days of receipt. Numerous
transmittal forms are over 60 days '

- ,
late.

!,

05789, #2 Of approximately 30 Dravo "down- |

ccmer" drawings received from Boston,:
the following was observed: (a)
Revision 1 is being sent to the site i
for use prior to the issue of

| Revision 9; (b) both Revision 9 and
1 had different account nurbers and
both were indicated as new drawings.
The acmunt numbers indicate that ,

Revision 9 supersedes Revision 1.

05790, #1 The S&w Drawing Issue Checklist is ;

j not being received weekly. !
1

FQC 14 B.3 6/75 A copy of the QCI Index is not being
sent to the Division Manager and the' ;
Methods Group of the Quality Systems '

Division on a quarterly basis. j
;.

D.1 Twenty-one document forms out of 50 :4

sanpled in the reactor trailer had i
not had the blue copies of the i

transmittal forms returned within 5 f
days. No followup activity had been ,f
initiated for the delinquent trans- '

mittals, some of which were up to 30 i
>

days delinquent. ;

,

F.3 Construction site personnel have not,

received the specification index which
should be forwarded to the site on a [
binenthly basis. t

:

FQC 17 D.2 3/76 An audit of mechanical installatioris !
revealed the conponent control system
discrepancies, including: Two of the

1

six u.a.gnents had ccupleted
. !

Foundation inspection checklists which
had not been distributed; and trail

*

boxes to be used for pickup of !

completed inspection forrrs have not ;

been strategically placed and i
consequently scre completed forms a:e i
rot reaching the component control {
group.

.

- - - - - - - - . - _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - 4m...-. . - . . . , , _,.,y ,-, , .,
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'' Document Control Grouc 2: Distribution / Transmittal Problems l
-

1
|-

Audit Page/ Finding Date Description

F.2 IBM cards used to generate the
component' control system identification
plates and the master record are not
always received prior to receipt of
the w,gnents at the site.

FCC 19 D.2 8/76 Courter and Co, has not returned 234

transmittals which should have been
stanped and returned within 14 days.-

One hundred and thirty three of those
234 unreturned transmittals w re listed
on an earlier ccuputer generated
followup list.

F.1 Senior EEC Engineer does not receive
nanufacturers' operation and instructic
manuals as required. (The Senior FQC
Engineer does not consider that
requirement necessary since he has
access to manuals in the central files.
The Senior FQC Engineer was later
deleted from the distribution list.)

~

EDC 23 D.3 9/77 Document transmittal forms are not
being conpleted by the addressee and
returned to document control within
14 calendar da:s. The followirq
delinquencies were noted:

Nunber of
Addressee Delircuencies Time Scan

Ccarstock, Johnson 28 4/22/77 to 7/28/77
Reactor Trailer 17 6/21/77 to 7/15/77
Courter 29 6/14/77 to 7/28/77
Field Engineering Office 7 7/19/77 to 7/28/77

D.4 Of four document issue checklists
reviewd, one did not indicate
whether six documents had been received
onsite. Further investigation located
five of the documents but the si.th
one had not been received.

.

F.4 Excessive time periods, up *4 20 weks,'
elapse between first transmittal and
onsite receipt. Also, doct:nents sent
in response to "rct received" indica- 1

tions on the first transmittal are not '
always sent as a second transmittal. ;

Instead, they are included in a sub-
sequent "first transmit *al" and

.
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; ** Document Control Group 2: Distribution / Transmittal Problems
i

'+

.

Audit Page/ Finding- Date Description

F.4 (Cbntinued) the " tickler system" is thereby
rendered ineffective. Problem is
described as "of greatest concern"
in 3.1.1.B.

, ,

FQC 24 F.2 12/77 The Senior Site Construction Super-
intendent was on the distribution list
for letters pertaining to docunent
changes, but because " enclosure" was
not indicated next to his name, he
did not receive the actual documents.

K.4 Adherence to the requirement that the
document transmittal be ccr.pleted by
the addressee and returned to document
control within 14 calendar days has
been poor. Positive results have not
been attained by the sending of
delinquency notices after 14 days, 19
days, and twice a week thereafter.

EQC 25 D.4 4/78 A. Black-on-pink drawings are not
being sent to S&W's central files.

B. The weekly issued drawing issue
checklist is not being forwarded to<

! EQC after review by docunent contre
(Site perscnnel feel that other

documents are available to FQC
to keep them informed of the
drawings received on the site each
week.)

F.1 The latest specification index should
be forwarded to the site nonthly. This
has not been done since 11/29/77.

EVC 26 L.4, A-D, F, and J 6/78 A. Document control does Int deliver
documents to area.superdsors as1

2 required. Instead, area personnel
themselves obtain drawings and ~
other documents frcm document contr

B. In 29 of 44 Courtier transmittals,
void documents had been retrieved
before revised documents had been.

issued. Also, three out of nine
control drawings sanpled were.

out-of-date.
C. Document control does not sign the

Courter area transmittals irdicatin-
receipt of the void documents.

.

. - - , ,, ., , ,m.---..- - . - . , , ~
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Document Control Group 2: Distribution / Transmittal Problems |* *

.

Audit Page/ Finding Dite Descripti'on
'

s t

FQC 26 (continued) D. Document had not generated a follcw
up list to assure the return of ,

docunent transmittal forms within
- 14 days.

F. The weld engineer does not forward
all procedures to S&W document
control.

J. Document control does not forward
all pressure test procedures to-

S&W document control.

FQC 32 D.1 11/79 Review of 45 document transmittals
disclosed that 14 of the transmittals
had not been signed, acknowledging the
destruction of the voided document
when in fact the documents had been
destroyed.

D.2 A copy of each transmittal has not been
forwarded to LIILO, attention E.W.
Tesko. This is partially due to the
fact that LIICO'is now the originator
of these transmittals. .

.

4

,

O
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|
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E_XHIBIT 11
..1 .

GROUP 2: DISTRIBUTION / TRANSMITTAL PROBLEMS
. s

*

Audit No. Page/ Finding Ihte Description

CA Audit p. 3 of 3, 9 & 10/75 All category I purchase repisitiens are
f5, LILCD # B.3 not sent to CA with ptrehase release fom
Shoreham for QA disposition. Noncorpliance with
Project procedure.

!

QA Audit pp. 2&3, 10/75 Certain purchasing packages not sent to
#6 LILCD Finding B & purchasing depa.e.t.
Purchasing Fecomendation
Dept. B

'

- |
,

'
Cburter 160/11b 7/21/81 Drawings not transferred to proper
Audit SQA records. ,

160

FA 1195 4.3 12/ 80 Method of issuance and transmittal
of operture cards needs better control.

FA 1287 4.1 6/81 Cburter procedure requires product ;

verification before requisitioning !

raterial from UNICD. This was not !

followed re item atriited.

i

a

0
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EXHIBIT 12
- e,

,DOCLW CDUfPOL GPOUP 3: PEC3IES WrIH FILING,* *

INDEXING AND CTIEIR FICORD 'EEPI?X3 FLSCIIOIS

t

Audit No. Pace / Finding Date Descriotion

EA 0 48-49 1/70 No nester list indicating status of all
spec. No master index or list of
calculations for which formal review ,

required. No log of nonconformance
which is Engineering's responsibility.
Latest revision not easily identified
on drawings. No raster log of vencbr

i bid evaluations.

EA 5 p. 3, #4 10/75 Building Service B;uipment Account
Job Books have significant nurter of
documents misfiled. Copies of ecmunica-
tion with vendor filed under carrespondence
with client. Letters sent with documents
were not separated and r'iled under
appropriate tab. DocuTentation not
filed in a timely renner.

EA 21 013, #5 5/77 Many " change" N&Ds are not listed in the
E&DCR and N&D change records against the
affected specifications and drawings.

EA 22 024 8/77 Ihe list of ASME III Stress Reports
(including manufacturer supplied) does

,

not contain all the stress reports.

EA 23 042, Nos. 12/77 4. Of five N&Ds that changed drawings,
4&7 and which were processed within the past

three nenths, two drawings had not been
entered into the change record against
the drawings affected. 'Ihree drawings
were affected.

7. N&Ds have been revised after approval
' from quality assurance and construction.

Despite that, neither the first page of
the N&In nor the N&D logs contain any
evidence that the N&Ds have been revised.
One N&D was observed to have been revised
twice but unless all three copies of the
N&D are reviewed, it cannot be determined
whether the latest copy is being used or.

whether there are other revisions which
are not filed.

4

i
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. . Audit No. Page/ Finding Date Description
,

EA 24 050, #2 3/78 2. Due to the absence of identification i

of the (NUPIPE) conputer program and the ,

caputer run that nodified the anplified t

response spectra data for NCPIPE input, it
could not be verified that the ATS files
correctly represent the ARS curves. !

EA 26 065 9/78 1. Scme documents, which had been reviewed, |

were not filed in the appropriate job
books. In scue cases the mreviewed copy
was filed and in other cases nothing was ,

filed. |
i

2. Transmittal letters, which forward the L
review results of multiple dcceents, and !

ithe documents were filed under the tab for
the first listed document. Therefore, the !

'other documents were not filed under the
appropriate tabs. j

.

EA 27 075, #1 12/78 1. Of 36 pipe support drawings listed in
'the 11/14/78 Pipe Support Statts Peport,

11 drawings could not be found in the ,

project " controlled" drawing file and five |
also could not be found in the reproduction |

and DD files.

EA 28 082 4/79 1.a. A nanimum of thirty-eight sketches ;

listed in the index to the Mechanical !

Sketch Job Sock has not been filed in the '

book.
T

1.b. At the time of the audit, Books !

10.6 (structural) and 10.8 (Geotechnical) i

were not in the filing area and could not L

be located.
|

2.a. Transmittals and correspondence to the"

Client Job Books were found to be incomplete.
Twenty-five out of 98 items could not be
found in the Job Books. Also, the job order-
ntmber was not shown on the 2 rest recent
7.1 series books. >'

2.b. Transmittals and correspondence to ;

GE/NED Job Books were inconplete. Twenty
out of 75 itens reviewed were found to be
missing from the bcoks.

,
'

t

!

I
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Audit No. Page/ Finding Date Description
.*

EA 29 091 7/79 1. The document issue check'.ists were
reviewed to determine how nr.ny of the 28
specifications / addenda issued for field
use since June 1978 had'been received at
the site. Nine of the specifications |

'issued during the period of 8/78-11/78
were not listed en any of the DICLs but were
found to be available at the site. One
specification adda.ndum was neither listed
on a DICL nor was it available at the site.

2. Of 20 specifications in job bcoks and
10 in the microfiche file, the following

results were observed:

(a) One job book was missing an
addendum. |

|

(b) A revision and an addendum
were not in the microfiche file. '

|(c) An addendum in the job book was
not marked " controlled."

(d) A specification has been
cancelled but it has not been so narked
in the job book.

EA 30 102, #2 10/79 2. After emmination of E&DCR and N&D
specification change records, it was
found that four specifications had at least
two unincorporated changes in N&Ds, one
of which had been dispositioned nere
than four years ago. All of the outstanding
N&Ds on these four specifications were dis-
positioned at least fifteen nonths earlier.
Three of these specifications had been
revised without incorporating the outstanding
N&Ds.

EA 40 Strtrtural- 6/82 Steel and concrete calculations generally
,

| 023 show a lack of accounability between
calculacions and the calculation irdex.i

-

1
1

- _
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EXHIBIT 13
e.

Etrant Control Group 3:.

Problems with Filig , Indexig , and**

Other Record Xeeping Functions .

\

Audit Page/ Finding Date Description

i

i FQC 8 05790, #3 3/74 The latest addenda to the most
recent specification 12xlex*

(1/3/74) did not indicate the
mrrect date of the existig.onsitel
specifications.

FOC 9 06680 5/74 There is no day file for specifi- i

j cations. ;-

; 06681, #1 The specificaticn index is
inaccurate and incmplete with' '

regard to indicating specifigations
which should be on the job site.<

FQC 12 07807 12/74 The specification index is i

inaccurate and inconplete with rega;
to indicating specifications which ,

'

should be on the job site. Scrne
inc:ensistencies exist. The
notation of status, i.e., for bid

i or purchase, is lacking. Iatest
addenda, issuance code, and dates
are not evident.

PDC 16 B.1 12/75 Existing QCIs were not being placed
in the Historial File. Eight
superseded QCIs were missing frcm
the Historical File.

B.2.A Of 24 FQC procedures manuals being
maintained by FQC personnel, three
contained QCIs which should have

'

been filed in appropriate QCI
manuals.

FQC 17 D.1.2 3/76 The turbine trailer contained
uncontrolled specifications which-
had,not been assigned to that area.-

.

F.1 Manufacturers' drawings, which
have been received on site, are not'

'listed on the record.

PDC 18 K.7 5/76 An earlier review noted that "

docunents in the permanent plant
files are not either marked

'' " temporary" or identified as a 1-

.perranent record. The indentifi-
.

cation of records is in progress
but many records remain to be
marked.

.

, . . ,- , - . - , 4 . , - , ,,. .-. . . - - - - , . .-- , -+ -n,...
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Document Control Group 3:
Problems with Filirg, Indexirg, and**

Other Record Xeeping Functions .
.

"

.

Audit Page/Findirq Date Description

EQC 19 D.5 8/76 Not atl manufacturers' drawirgs
in the site file are listed in the
print record. This is an ongoing
problem. Scme erginw.rs record
changes on the print record. The
clerk in Boston, unaware of those
changes, cannot transmit
doctznentation of the new or revised
drawirq to the site.

D.6 The painting contractor could not
produce touch-up records of
protective coatings within the
primary reactor containment i

structure. (Construction Departmen'
indicated that it had not required
the contractor to maintain touch-up
records.)

F.2 Repeats D.5 of FQC 19.

IQC 22 B.5 7/77 An adde. dan had been semwed frcm
a quality assurance site file
folder for installed piping pressure
testing. The addendtzn had neither
been signed out ror had it been
returned.

FQC 26 .L.4, E, G & H 6/78 E. 'Ihe weld engineer does not,

rnaintain a weld procedure index
to ensure that only the latest
approved procedures are used.

*

G. Doctznent control does not main-
tain a listing of all NDE
procedures.

H. Document control does not utill:
a quality related doctznent log
to provide for proper destructic

'

~ f superseded dcx:tunents.o.

EQC 32 K.2 11/79 In regard to the observations of
FQC Audit 31, the survey instrunent
serial numbers were not always
entered on the survey notes. Also,
the transit optical plumnet had rot
been verified.

'
.

o. e

9 *

e
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EXHIBIT 14

e.
GROUP 3: INDEXING / FILING / RECORD KEEPING PROBLEMS

..
'

&xiit No. Pace / Finding .Date Description

LIILO IV.1 & 2 1971 Engineering files only narginally
Internal satisfactory; copies of spr.s. apparently
Audit #3, not in files; spec. . files apparently lack
Engineering lists of all issues and addenda to specs.

LILCD .p. 8, IV.4 1971 Sorte letters still missing fron project
*

Internal correspondence files.
Audit 3A,

Followtp
of #3

3rd Audit of p. 3, bottcm 7 1973 Ntrerous filing proble:rs identified,
LILCD lines thru top including the following " major noncon-
Purchasing half of p. 4 formances": failure to use "out"' cards
Dept. when removing material from central files,

checklists not up-to-date, lack of purchase
requisitions or nodifications, lack of
latest spec. or addendum.

S&W Auiit p.1, # 3(c) 6/73 PQC &esn't have approved copies of QA
No. 3 manuals, thus violating EAP 4.1.

Site CA p. 2, # 1(b) 1/8/74 Project Specification file and retrieval
Audit # 9; system is uncontrolled. Four Category I
Site Non- specs and addenda checked; one spec.
d:struction missing; 5 atk4nda missing.
Testing %

QA Audit # p. 3, IV.1 1974 Engineering file index not naintained |
'

4 ; SNPS S &W as controlled doct::ent. i

Project.

Folicwup of p. 1, bottom 1975 "Out" cards are not placed in central
LILCD Pur- 1 files d en folders recoved. Cbntrary'to
chasing Centrol file procedure.
Audits 4&5

Courter 097/1.1 1/23/80 Cbmponent stores requisitions for bolted
Aniit joint naterials could not be loca+ad.
97 /

.

-
..

Courter 145/25(A)- 4/3/81 Material requisition forns ("MRF")~
Audit (C) processed incorrectly by (bnstruction
145 and QC Inspector; some filled out

incorrectly also.

Courter 160/10 7/21/81 ERF's in wrong file.
Audit
160

. .

pat"

-
*
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** Audit No. Page/ Finding Date Description
,

s

FA 223 4.2 3/19/75 Need to correct deficiencies in
specification index.

FA 359 4.1 2/76 Ecct7.entation not processed into
permanent plant file system.

FA 433 0:nclusion 8/76 Permanent plant files again found to be
& 4.1-4.4 generally unsatisfactory.

4.1: documents on index identified
to wrong reel-

4.2: 1000-2000 docments not in date'

sequenca, making retrieval difficult.,

This problem goes back one year
'

* seven months since a change in system
was made. Auditor believes it should
have been fised by 8/76. '

4.3: Duplicate entries made in spec. index.

4.4: Film re prodtetion welds not listed
in index.

FA 563 Conclusion & 6/77 Permanent plut files again generally
4 .1-4. 3

,
unsatisfactory.

4.1: Iten 4.2 of FA 433 not fixed.
4.2: Item 4.3 of FA 433 not fixed.
4.3: Item 4.4 of FA 433 not fixed.

FA 636 Qanclusion & 9/77 Permanent plant files again generally.

4.1, 4. 2, 4. 4, unsatisfactory.
4.6

4.1: Nonconpliance with ANSI N45.2.9-,

1974 re document retention. Of
3 twenty document codes sanpled, three

were found to have retention periods
not consistent with ANSI. Ine

addition, out of 384 document codes
reviewed, 58 had no retention
periods assigned at all and 169 were'

.

not designated as to responsibility
for release to files. ,

4.2: Need to inglenunt procedures to
ensure nonitoring of density and
resolution of micrographic ircages
is in accordance with requirements.

,

1

- -

}

.
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'

..

* * Airlit No. Page/ Finding Date Description
.

4.4: Signout for permanent plant files
doesn't accurately reflect status
of documentation.

~

4.6: Of 18 Welder Qualification Ihoords
reviewed, seven were found filed -

out of sequence raking retrieval
difficult, if not impossible.

FA 990 4.1 8/79 UNICO document control not using Drawing
index referenced in EAP to verify up-to-
date status of its files of centrolled
documents.

'
.

,

i

s

)

,

*

,

ie

!

.

,

O

*

* I s
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EA 4 - 1 of 1

** i EXHIBIT 15

Document Control Group 4:..

Legibility Problems

Audit Page/ Finding Date Description

EA 23 041, #5 12/77 5. Seventeen of 40 E&DCRs
sampled have attachments that,

are either totally or partly
'

illegible. These E&DCRs are
filed in the project file but
generally are field originated
and dispositional.

i

O

5

|

1

|
. l

*
.
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EXHIBIT 16
'e,-

Docunent Control Group 4:
** Iegibility Problems

.

Audit, Page/ Finding Date Description

FQC 8 05789, #1 3/74 Several manufacturers' sepias were
illegible and unsuitable for
reproduction.

05790, #2 Still many S&W sepias which are
illegible and unsuitable for
reproduction.

FQC 9 06676, #2 5/74 Several half-size prints in QC files
were poorly reproduced and extremely
difficult to read.

FQC 9 06682, #2 5/74 Six manufacturers' prints were
,

, unsuitable for reproduction. j

EQC 22 D.1 7/77 Handwritten E&DCR numbers on many
sepia drawings were not legible.

FQC 23 F.3 9/77 Of two lists reviewed (6/2/77 and
8/8/77), the nine S&W documents en
the June list were still urzesolved
on the Atqust list. One new S&W
item was added to the August list.
Nine items are illegible sepias and
the tenth item is an instance of
missing information.

F.5 Numerous instances of vendor
document illegibility. Lists of
vendor document problems were
generated in June 1977 (7 pages)
and August 1977 (8 1/2 pages).
Approximately 80 percent of the I

problems concern document illegibilityl

FQC 25 K.1 4 /78 In regard to the nine illegible sepia
drawings discovered in FQC Audit 23
(F.3), the sepia drawing replacements
were also illegible. The~ copying
fault was said to lie with the
manufacturer. Ib date, one vendor'
has responded and three of the
drawings have been replaced by legib1@
sepia drawings. Also, many vendor
documents are illegible.

FQC 26 K.3 6/78 In regard to the nine illegible sepia
drawings discovered in FQC Audit 23
(F.3) and reported in FQC Audit 25
(K.1), two S&W drawings are still
listed as illegible. Many of the
sepia vendor drawings listed as

.

e
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Document Control Group 4:.

Iegibility Problems..
.

Audit Page/ Finding Date Description

KC 26 (continued) illegible on'the June 1977 list
appear on the May 1978 list. Also,
many vendor documents are illegible.

'

FCC 27 K.2 ~

9/78 In regard to the nine illegible sepia
drawings discovered in FCC Audit
23 (F.3) and reported in FCC Audits
25 (K.1) and 26 (K.3) , the two

missing S&W drawings were received.

at the site but one was again ;-

'

determined to be illegible.

FCC 28 K.2 2/79 In regard to the nine illegible sepia
'

drawings discovered in FQC Audit 23
(F.3) and reported in FQC Audits 25 !
(K.1) , 26 (K.3) , and 27 (K.2) , a ;

touched up mylar of the last S&W
drawing has been transmitted and
accepted.

,

,

'

of 44 illegible vendor drawings, only
13 have been replaced with legible
drawings.

4/79 In regard to illegible vendor drawngsWC 29 K.2 e

discovered in FQC Audit 23 (F.3) and
reported in FQC Audits 25 (K.1), 26

,

(K.3) , 27 (K.2) , and 28 (K.2) , the

project's efforts to have vendors
upgrade their drawings w re largely -

ineffective. The document corrective
actions list of February 5, 1979, i

listed 60 illegible vendor drawings.

FCC 30 K.2 5/79 In regard to illegible vendor drawings
discovered in FQC Atriit 23 (F.3) and
reported in FQC Audits 25 (K.1), 26
(K.3) , 27 (K.2) , 28 (K.2) and 29

(K.2), 10 drawings have been success <
fully resubnitted. Project design
forces have upgraded a further 11

,

drawings, including scme that are the i
only surviving reproducibles.
Approximately 46 illegible drawings
remain to te upgraded.

FQC 31 K.2 9/79 In regard to illegible vendor drawings
discovered in FQC Audit 23 (F.3) and ,

'

reported in FQC Audits 25 (K.1), 26
(K.3) , 27 (K.2) , 28 (K.2) , 29 (K.2) ,

and 30 (K.2), it was decided that

even though many vendors' drawings are
below current standards, many of

.
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Document Control Group 4:
Iagibility Proble:rs..

.

Audit Page/ Finding Date Description

FQC 31 (Continued) those drraings could be classified as
acceptable. Approximately 47 vendor
drawings' remained to be upgraded
according to the Monthly Problem
Peport issued 8/16/79. Twenty-nine
of those illegible vendor drawings
were previously identified in the
benthly Problem Report issued
5/9/79.

.

0
-

4

5

9
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EXHIBIT 17
jeo

..
DOCUMENT CONTROL GROUP 5: FAILURE TO KEEP DOCUMENTS UP-TO-DATE

Audit Page/ ,

No. Finding Date Description

EA 17 p. 3, #6 11/75 Greater attention is required to keeping
status log complete and up-to-date.

EA 18 p. 2, #4 8/76 Some manuals have outdated material that
is not marked superseded. Some manuals
missing addenda to procedure and gene-
ral information.

EA 19 2.B.2 12/76 3 of 5 EAP manuals didn't contain all
current procedures.

2.B.3 18 of 46 drawings for Project MAC file
not up-to-date.

EA 21 016 5/77 Superseded calculations have not been
" voided." Also, the input sources for
many calculations are not identified
adequately.

' EA 22 020 8/77 1. Several changes of people and loca-
tions have been made since the distribu-
tion lists were last issued (4/15/77).
Therefore, they are out-of-date.

2. The project has not identified a
definite frequency of distribution for
the loops diagrams index.

3. The controlled file of FA drawings
contained many drawings which were not
stamped with the red controlled stamp.

|. Drawings in the remaining controlled
files were all stamped.'

4. Many " controlled" files of drawings
do not contain up-to-date indices.

! 5. Functional control and loop diagram
indices have never been issued and the
logic diagram index has not been issued
bi-monthly as required.

6. The " controlled" file of FP drawings
does not contain some.of the most recent-
ly issued " controlled" drawings. These
drawings were removed and replaced with
interim revisions issued from the FEO.

,

!

021 8/77 1. No project manual indices have been |
reissued within the past year and many I

. -
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Audit Page/
No. Finding Date Description

changes have been made to the manuals
since the last issue. Therefore, the
indices are quite out of date.

2. Most project manuals are not being
kept up-to-date. This deficiency has
been identified in prior audits.

025 8/77 Some pages of calculations have been
superseded by other calculations but
the superseded pages have not been
marked to indica-e that they are
out-of-date.

EA 23 037 12/77 An audit of the project engineering
assurance manuals revealed that approxi-
mately 40% of the manuals were deficient.
The manuals did not contain up-to-date
material or out-of-date material had

I
not been removed, or both.

EA 26 066 9/78 1.. The project.. manual index, last issued
9/1/77, is over a year old. In the
time since the last index was issued,
changes or revisions have been issued
to documents in four of the 10 sections
of the manual covered by the index.
Based on the number of changes since the
last issue of the index and the length
of time since the last issue, the in-
dex should have been issued more fre-
quently.

2. The addenda issued since the pro-
ject manual index was'last issued have
not been accompanied by a revised adden- ~

den index.

. 3. Of five project manuals reviewed:

a. Each contained all 23 addenda
to the project general instructions.
Only one manual altered the text of the
general instructions to reflect the
changes caused by the addenda. Two
other manuals had been marked to indi-
cate where some of the addenda had re-
vised requirements but the addenda were
not identified and they were not marked
for all of the addenda.

_- . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ .
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Audit Page/
No. Finding Date Description

b. Contrary to instructions in
Addendum No. 47,sall five manuals re- |
viewed contained Appendices A and B. j

Two manuals still identified Appendices {
A and B in the index and one manual still ,
contained Section 6.

,

067 The review of pipe support design calcu-
lations revealed that:

1. Some calculation file indices have
not been updated to indicate the super-
seded and superseding calculation num-
bers for the revised and revising cal-
culations respectively.

Further, the microfilming of pipe sup-
port calculations for record retention
is not being done on a monthly basis.
In some cases , the filming is . almost

'
eight (8) months tardy.

EA 27 074 12/78 Of 20 " controlled" file drawings re-
viewed (of all disciplines) , six were
out-of-date from one to four months.
It was determined that there was a back-
log of MACS to be filed which contained
the up-to-date drawings which were missing-

078 Of eight engineering assurance procedure
manuals reviewed, five did not contain
current material and/or out-of-date
material had been removed. Similar
deficiencies were reported in Audit 23,
No. 037.

EA 30 097 10/79 1. The index and documents contained in
the LJO Manual do not allow the manual
holders the ability to know if the
manual or LJOs were up-to-date or com-
plete. The index does not identify.

dates on documents; total numbers of
,

; pages not identified, many LJOs are not
page numbered. 2a. Some LJOs appear to
be out-of-date. 2b. Many LJOs contain
other documents that may be subject to
revision (e.g. , E&DCRs , welding proce-
dures, vendor cataltgue cuts). There
is no mechanism to ensure the LJOs are
updated'in the event these documents
are changed.

i-
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Audit Pa.ge /
No. Finding Date Description

104 1. Project indices are not issued fre-
! quently enough. A number of Project Gore

instructions (1) Project Memorandum (3),
Project Procedures (5), and Addenda (32)
have been issued or cancelled since the
issue of the indices for the Manual,
Procedures, and memorandum, which are
all dated 9/1/78. The review of manu-
als maintained by assigned manual hold-
ers indicates the indexes are not being
updated by the holders as required by
project instructions. The same condition
was observed by an audit 12 months ago.

2. Some Project Memoranda such as PM40
contain out-of-date information.

I 3. Two of the four assigned manuals re-
viewed had procedures missing and one
other manual did not have 3 or more of
the last transmittals of Manual materi-
al filed in the Manual (but this material
was available in the area) .

EA 35 122 2/81. 1. An attachment to a project procedure {
has.not been updated.

|

2. The Project Lead Test Engineer has
not issued monthly status reports list-
ing unresolved discrepancies between
drawings, documents, or vendor informa-
tion discovered during the preparation
of test loop diagrams.

EA 37 137, #s 2 9/81 2.a. Twenty out of 20 drawings audited
& 3 indicated outdated references, and un-

explained symbols and notations. A '

superseded standard is still referenced I
on 12 ciring and connection diagrams. I

Symb'ts and notations on six one-line '

diagrams are unexplained by any given
references.

3. Twelve out of 12 documents sought
in the controlled aperture and drawing
file did not have the most recent revi-
sion filed. Also, electrical design,
as well as structural and power, have
been deleted from the distribution of
aperture cards but the files still in-
dicate that they are controlled.

_____-__ ________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Audit Page/
No. Finding Date Description

EA 38 141 12/81 The.following conditions reduce the level
of confidence that project personnel are
able to perform their tasks as intended
by the Project Engineer.

1. The tables of contents for sections
(tabs) of the project manual are not
officially updated and reissued fre-
quently enough to keep pace with the
changes in project instructions. Numer-
ous pen and ink changes are required of
the assigned manual holders. The ade-
quacy of the entries varies from manual i

to manual.

2. Project instructions contained out-
of-date information.

3. Information changing or supplement-
ing project manual sections is issued
without the project identification /
designation and, in some cases., with-
out evidence of the Project Engineer's
approval. Similar problems have been
identified in previous audits.

EA 39 152 2/82 The job book index is not kept up-to-
- date for a variety of disciplines's.

sketches. There are varying degrees
of documentation as to who prepared,
checked, or approved the sketches.
There were also variations in the
sketch identification numbering. The
responsibility for identifying, index-
ing, filing, and maintaining the sketches
up-to-date is not clearly defined.

EA 40 154 6/82 Loading combinations listed in the
FSAR have not been updated to reflect

,

those used in calculations.
.

155 6/82 Indices for elementary and loop dia-
grams are not kept up-to-date. Ele-

,
mentary diagrams were not marked for
" complete", " voided", or " superseded"
status. [ Numerous details are con-
tained within the audit observation).

157 FSAR has not been updated to identify
the use of computer program STRUDL-SW for
static analyses,

i. . .. ..
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Audit Page/
No. Finding Date Description

159 The calculations inde'x is not kept up-
to-date and not all the entries are
complete. In some instances the con-
firmation required status is not filled
in so that the status of the. calculation
is not evident.

.

:

i
,
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** Doctrent Control Group 5:
Failure to Keep Doctrnents Co-to-date .

Audit Page/ Finding Date ~ Description

FCC 9 06676, #1 5/74 Four drawings in the construction file
(large size) were not the latest
revision.

FCC 14 A.1 6/75 Of five manuals sampled, em FCC ranuals
and one NDT needed updating.

FCC 14 B.2 6/75 Of 28 manua.'s reviewed for random
procedures, six FCC ranuals, em ASEE
manuals, one engineering assurance
manual, and one procurement quality
control manual were not up-to-date.
Also, one ASBE manual was unassigned..
Overall, 24 nanuals of 45 sanpled
were out-of-date.*

D.2 Of nine ranuals held by construction
personnel, eight were found not to be
up-to-date. Seven were FCC manuals
and one was an ASSE ranual.

D.3 FCC manual in the account section did nos
contain all the issued. procedures, nor
had it been kept up-to-date with additios
procedures.

FCC 16 B.2.A-E 12/75 Review of 24 FQC procedures manuals being
maintained by FQC indicated the following,

A. Three FCC procedures manuals containw
CCIs that should have been in the.

appropriate CCI manual.
B. Six manuals still contained cancelled

of out-of-date procedures.
,

C. Four manuals contained out-of-date
Tables of Contents.

D. Five manuals were missing documents.
E. Two manuals contained inproperly

filed documents.

D.2 Review of' 14 active ASSE III iscrnetrii::
drawings indicated that 11 were not the
latest revision.

D.4 Feview of 19 FQC procedure manuals being I
maintained by construction personnel
indicated the follcwing:
A. Three ranuals contained cancelled

> documents.
Tables of Contents in five manuals.

B. - were out-of-date.
C. Six manuals had doctraents missing.

i.

k j
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Document Control Group 5:**

Failure to Keep Dccrents Co-to-date .

Audit Page/ Finding Date ~ Description .

D.4 (Continued) D. One manual was assigned to an
individcal no longer empicyed at the
site.

- Twelve of the 19 ranuals had one or nere
discreparcies.

KC 17 D.1.1 3/76 The reactor, turbine trailer, and
Comstock-Johnson areas contained-

specifications which were not up-to-date.

FQC 18 B.1 5/76 Six QCIs have been issued since the last
Table of Contents was prepared. An
updated Table of Contents has not been
prepared.,

FQC 19 K.1 8/76 An earlier audit (FQC 17, D.l.1)

indicated that the latest addenda were
not present in four work areas and the
turbine trailer had specifications not
assigned to that area.

Also, a review of 30 drawings in the
turbine trailer revealed: two could not
be located, four were not the latest
revisions, and two had rot been assigned
to that area. Of 17 specifications in
the turbine trailer, two had not been
assigned to that area.

*

FQC 20 D.3 1/77 Four out of four cmputer printouts
furnished to the contractor for cable
and raceway installation requirement

*
guidance were out-of-date. They also
did rot indicate that they were
out-of-date.

FQC 22 L.4 7/77 Six out of 10 control rod drive system
drawings were out-of-date.

'FQC 23 L.1 9/77 Weld techniques recorded on nine
process centrol sheets were not listed
on the applicable document index form.

FQC 32 B.2 11/79 Four superseded drawings, raintained for
record purposes by FQC, were not marked
" VOID" as required.

i .

!
.. .

i

|

i

.
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EXHIBIT 19
e. .

GROUP 5: NEED TO UPDATE MATERIALS
.s

Atriit No. Page/ Finding Date Description
.

LILCD Internal p. 8, IV. 2 1971 Filed raterial re purchase of SH1-42
Audit 3A, concrete needs to be updated.
Folicwup of -

63

LILCD p. 4, #4 1972 Sam file folders not conplete. Pe >>-nd
Internal p. 5, #1 conpiling conplete, up-to-date purchase
Audit #4, order list and write precedure for rain-
Purchasing taining and distributing list nonthly.
Dept. -

.

%

F

,- - -- -
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EXHIBIT 20
..

GROUP 6: MISCELLANEOUS
.. ,

I"M t No. Pace / Finding Date Description
~

LIIID Nonconferran 10/21/70 EA Cc: n. responsible for reviewing
.

Aniit 1D #2 engineering specs. doesn't have QA
representative. ~

LILCD CA p. 1, #1 11/13/73 POC shop inspector did notireview vendor
Audit of records to ensure empleteness; only review-
SE1 PQC' ing vendor certification. S&W m nual

requires audit of all required records
and docunents by PQC inspectorgrior to,

shipant.
C

p. 2, #2 POC shop inspector doesn't determine that
drawings applicable to ites to be
released for shipent are in fact approved
by SMi Bostain. Practice does not
conform to Sgf PQC manual.

p. 2, #3 PQC shop inspectors have not audited
vendor's QA/QC plan as required by PQC
manual.

QA Audit Attachment, 1975 Receipt inspection process being changed
#1 S&W r. Col but new effort is not provided for in QC

E procedure.

I.C.2 Receiving inspection reports not written
for concrete and aggregate raterials as
required by QC procedures.

Followup III.B.1 1975 Action required of SM1 management to
Sai Field ensure acceptability of all Category I.

QC Audit vendor docuaentation received to date at
#1 Shoreham.

Courier Cbnclusion 7/80 Courter program for disasserbly/ reassembly
,

Auiit Oi3 of nechanical equipent is in a general
'

state of ncnconpliance. Fajor problem is
the use of the disassembly / reassembly
release and the parts accountability

! checklist by both SQA and construction. .

There were 7 open items.
1

FA 87 4. 2, 4. 3 3/7/74 Need to verify corrective action
implementation.

.

FA 1015 4.l(1) 10/79 Cbuld not be determined if raterial had
been receipt inspected.

.

. .

|
|

|

!
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EXHIBIT 21
.. -

'

.. EnuCPATRICK, LOCDIART, HTT.T[, CHESTOPHER & PmLLIPs

A PAmywmasure Incs.coneo A PaorassioxAr. Conromarzow

1900 31 Srazzr, N. W.

%suzsorox, D. C. 20006

TEKENONE (20s) 443 7000 D FITTSBNE
CABLE:NIFMI 'IRIPATRICZ.imma'. JOINS 0K & EUTCE150N
m ax . nrix er : ouv==>cumixo
verr:x. m==ce mir.acx=za October 8, 1982 nrr..cmou. raxxmvari inn.

202/452-7011 m as-*==

(BY FEDERAL EXPRESS)
Anthony F. Earley, Jr., Esq.
Hunton & Williams
70 7 East Main Street
Richmond, Virginia 23212

Dear Tony:

I am enclosing with this letter a document entitled, "FSAR
Configuration Control." I believe that this document is basically

| self-explanatory and we suggest that it forms the basis for a
stipulation of facts on whether LILCO has controlled the as-

{built plant in accordance with FSAR commitments.

I note that the document identifies seven attachments.
Only three of those attachments are enclosed. The other four
will be available tomorrow, and I will deliver them to you on
Monday. 'g7444j ,

Sincerely, NI"M ' E**

c[ '

J

/(?&u y/-
Lawrence''Cce Lanpher*

.

LCL/dk
,

Enclosure

cc: Lawrence J. Brenner, Esq. (5 copies)
Bernard M. Bordenick, Esq.

William Eifert (S&W)
.

William Museler (LILCO) . ~.
'

i

|

i

5
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FSAR' CONFIGURATION CONTROL

1. The Applicant for a license to operate a nuclear facility I
is required to submit to the NRC a Final Safety Analysis !,

Report-(FSAR). As set forth in 10 CFR 50.3.4 (b) , the FSAR !
is required, in part, to include information that describes |

! the facili.ty, presents the design basis and the limits on ;

its operation, and presents a safety analysis of the i
structures,' systems, and components of^the facility as a j
whole. Specifically, the FSAR is required, in part to include: ;

A description and analysis of structures, systems, {
and components of the facility, with emphasis upon !
performance requirements, the bases, with technical :
justification therefor, upon which such requirements ;
have been established, and the evaluations required '

to show that safety functions will be accomplished.
The descriptions shall be sufficient to permit under- '

standin,g of the system designs and their relationship !
to safety evaluations. '

.

2. Criterion 3 of the NRC's quality assurance requirements, I
as set forth in AppFTdix B to 10 CFR 50, requires, in part,
that design control

,

Measures shall be established to assure that applicable
regulatory requirements and design basis, as defined r

;' in 550.2 and as specified in the license application, -

for those structures, systems, and components to which i

this appendix applies are correctly translated into i

specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions. i

Thus, the NRC regulations require that LILCO design and build
the Shoreham plant in accordance with the commitments presented*

in the FSAR.
i

3. Further clarification on the use of the SAR's is given on page !
,

iii of Regulatory Guide 1.70, November 1978:
4

The SAR is the principal document for the applicant
to provide the information needed to understand the

'

bases on which this conclusion has been reached; it i

is the principal document referenced ih the Con-,

1

struction Permit or Operating License that describes
*

the bases on which the permit or license is issued;
and it is the basic document used by NRC inspectors
to determine whether the facility is being constructed
-and operated within the licensed conditions. There-
fore, the information contained in the SAR should be {
timely, accurate, complete and organized in a format,

that provides eas' access.y
. - . .

!

.
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4. The NRC " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety
Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants", NUREG-0800,
notes on page 1 of the INTRODUCTION, the following, in part:

The (NRC. safety review is primarily based on the
information provided by an applicant is a Safety
Analysis Report (SAR) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. The SAR must be sufficiently. . . . . . . . . . . . .

detailed to permit the staff to determine whether
the plant can be built and operated without undue
risk to the health and safety of the public. Prior
to submission of an SAR, an applicant should have ,

designed and analyzed the plant in sufficient
detail to conclude that it can be built and operated
safely.. The SAR is the principal document in which
the applicant provides the information needed to
understand the basis upon which this conclusion has
been reached.

Thus, safety analysis reports, such as the FSAR, are required
to be maintained complete and current by the utility; and the
NRC Staff utilizes these reports to perform their safety reviews
and inspections.

5. In the SALP assessment for Shoreham for the period. between .

march 1, 1980 through February 28, 1981, the NRC Staff
identified a number of discrepancies between licensing documents
such as the FSAR, and the facility as constructed. While
construction had been completed in accordance with the
pertinent design documents, those design documents did not

" in some cases conform to the FSAR. In addition, correction of
deficiencies identified prior to this assessment period had
been delayed. Specific ~ examples were: electrical separation;
the design of the radiation monitoring system; and the*

location of' containment isolation valves as close as practical
to containment.1/

.

6. During the current SALP assessment period, March 1, 1981 through
February 28, 1982, LILCO's engineering and design efforts were
reviewed by the NRC during inspection of other functional areas.
Actions taken by LILCO and the Architect-Engineer (A-E) to
address the findings of the previous SALP assessment were also
reviewed. Discrepancies between the FSAR and the as-built plant',

were identified in the following areas: Co.re Spray System,
Carbon Dioxide Fire Protection System, Electrical Separation,
Radiation Monitoring, Loose Parts Monitoring, ECCS actuation,
and Residual Heat Removal System. As before, the cause was dis-
agreement between the design documents and the FSAR.2/

l

5

-1/ Letter, Starastecki of NRC to Pollock of LILCO, May 19, 1982,
' - ~

at pp. 15-16.

2/ Starastecki Letter, note 1. ' !

.

- J
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7. A Construction Assessment Team (CAT) inspection of the Shoreham
Rcsidual Heat Removal (RHR) system was conducted in February
1982 to observe as-built conformance to design and FSAR require-
ments. Two violations, one deviation and two observations were

|

made concerning engineering and design control. The deviation
concerned the following eight examples where the as-built RHR
system deviated from FSAR commitments:3,/

a. FSAR Section 3.10.2.1.lB and Table 3.10.2.B-1 establishes
approved criteria for installation of Standard Cabinets
using a specified number of 5/8-inch mounting bolts.
Contrary to the above, Standard Cabinet Hil*PNL-608 was
installed with twenty 5/8-inch bolts instead of forty
bolts and Standard Cabinets Hil*PNL-635 and Hll*PNL-636
were each installed with eight 5/8-inch bolts ins ~tead of
twelve 5/8-inch bolts.

b. FSAR Chapter 6.2 and Figure 6.2.5-7 describe Primary;
Containment Spray and specify the number of spray nozzles.|

f A number of drywell spray nozzles are permanently blocked
by ventilation duct work, reducing the effectiveness of

,

the containment spray system.
I

c. FSAR, p.7.3-22 states that valves from other Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) modes are automatically positioned so that
water is correctly routed during Low Pressure Coolant
Injection (LPCI) operation. Contrary to this Ell *MOV-055
and 056, one-inch RHR Heat Exchange vents to Suppression
Pool, and Ell *MOV-057, RHR cooling water to Hydrogen
Recombiner, are not automatically positioned.

d. FSAR Figure 7.3.1-6 and Table 7.3.2-4 describes LPCI Loop
selection logic and instruments. Contrary to this,

description, the logic has been deleted and is not a
design feature.

*
e. FSAR Table 7.3.4 shows trip set points of 2 psig for drywell

pressure and 500 psig for LPCI low pressure. Page 6.3-12
and Table 6.3.3-6 also give the LPCI low pressure set
point of 500 psig. Contrary to this, the present setpoints
are 1.69 psig and 409 psig, respectively.

a
f. FSAR Figure 7.3.1-10A&B are RHR piping and instrument,

drawings. Contrary to these drawings,.the as-constructed
plant deviates as follows:

5

3/ NRC Inspection 50-322/82-04, Notice __ot Deviation.

.
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i. Loop fill on B loop is between valves F015
and F017.

ii Relief valves F030A-D go to floor drains, not.

controlled radwaste. -

,_

iii. Relief Valve F025 is not a thermal relief as stated4

in Note 12.

iv. The line to Radwaste through valves MO-F040 and
F049 is on the opposite side of valve MO-F010 as

,

that shown.
,

Cooling water for RHR pumps is Reactor Building Closedv.
Loop Cooling Water, not emergency equipment cooling
water.

vi. Drains from RHR pump suction and discharge do not
tie together as shown.

g._ FSAR, p. 5.5-22 states that a relief valve on the RHR pump
discharge and another on the RCIC steam supply protect the
heat exchanger. Contrary to this, one relief valve is on
the discharge line into the heat exchanger, with two valves
intervening from the RHR pump discharge, and the steam
supply is from HPCI, rather than RCIC.

h. FSAR, P.7.3-25 states that only the air-operated check
valve and check bypass valve are located in containment.
Contrary to this, a manual isolation valve and manual
test, vent and drain valves and connections are located
in primary containment.

:

8. The NRC concluded that the identified problems indicate an*

apparent lack of aggressiveness by LILCO in obtaining designo

conformance to the FSAR. Further, the problems also are
indicative of ineffective and delayed corrective action by-

S&W Engineering.4,/;
;

9. In November, 1981, NRC Region I representatives met at the site
with LILCO and A-E representatives to discuss the then identified
discrepancies between the as-built plant and JSAR commitments
and to review the overall program for assuring plant conformance-
to the FSAR. Following that meeting, LILCO instituted a new
program, the Shoreham Plant Configuration R'eview (SPCR) Program.

|
l

4/ Letter, Starasteck of NRC to Pollock of LILCO, May 19, 1982,
at p. 16. w

,

, . - - - -
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10. The SPCR program, as described at page .22 of the LILCO QA/QC
testimony, was " developed to determine if the as-built con-
figuration of safety-related systems conform to the commitments
in the FSAR and supporting licensing documents." The procedure
to be utilized to conduct the SPCR is set forth in Attachment 28
to the LILCO QA/QC testimony. Thirty-seven reactor systems
are to be. included in the review.

11. To date, Plant Configuration Reports have been issued for seven
of the 37 systems. In all systems reviewed to date:

"the results of this review indicate conformance-
does not exist until engineering resolution is
provided."

The discrepancies between the as-built plant and the FSAR
commitments identified for each of the seven systems reviewed
are summarized in Attachments 1 to 7.

-

O

.

6

-

.
,

l
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ATTACHMENT 1
** Plant Configuration Review Discrepancies

Reactor Water Recirculation (331)
..

LILCO's plant configuration review for the Reactor Water'
Recirculation System (B 31) identified nine potential dis-
crepancies between the as-built plant and the FSAR commi~t-
ments as follows :

a. (B31/01) FSAR Figure 5.5.1-2A differs from the as-built
plant configuration in that:

(i) FSAR Figure 5.5.1-2 depicts a double valve capped
connection as being installed on discharge branch
lines 1B31-12"WR-216-4-1 5 12"-WR- 204-4-1 upstre am
of reactor pressure vessel penetrations N2K and
N2E,respectively. The subject connections are not
installed as per FM.-25A53, Isometrics NS005 4
NS006, and field inspection.

(ii) In accordance wi'th FM-26A5B and FM-27A test connections
have been provided in the No. 1 seal injection lines
of pumps 1B31*P001A5B (CC01A5B). FSAR Figure
5.5.1-2A does not depict these test connections.

b. (B 31/ 02) FSAR section 5.5.1.3 page 5.5-3 paragraph 4
states: "Dec.ontamination connections are provided in
the piping on the suction and discharge side o'f the pump
as shown on Figure 5.5.1-2A, to permit flushing and.
decontamination of the pump and adj acent piping." In
accordance with FSAR Fig. 5.5.1-2A and as indicated on
Isometrics NS-005 5 NS-006, the decontamination
connections are installed on the suction side of pumps
1B31*P-001A5B (C001A5B) only and not on the discharge
side of the pumps.

.

c. (B 31/ 03) FSAR Figure 5.5.1-2A differs from the as-built
plant configuration in that:.

-

(i) FSAR section 5.5.1-2A depicts isolation signal
?ressure switches 1B31*PS023A5B (N018ASB) as
being installed on recirculation suction line
loop "A" upstream of suction line block valve
13 31 *MOV0 31 A (MO F0 2 3A) . In acc'ordance with

.

.

FM-26B and as depicted on isometric NS-006, the
subject pressure switches are installed on the loop
"B" suction line upstream of suction line block
valve 1B31*MOV031B (M0 F023B). .

.

,

em e-

-1-

.
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(ii) FSAR Figure 5.5.1-2A indicates the function for'
.

the isolation signal pressure switches 1B31*PS023A6B
,

(N018A5B) is ascribed to reference document No; 3.
However, reference document No. 3 in FSAR Figure
5.5.1-2A has been deleted. ~

d. (B31/04) FSAR Table 3.11.1-1 identifies items, such as, . -

safety related equipment and components inside the primary
containment that are required to operate or be in a fail-.

safe condition during and subsequent to an accident.
Item 4 from this table states that the " Recirculation
valves (main and by-pass valves)" are among safety
related equipment required to meet these conditions.
FSAR section 5.2.1.6.2.2 page 5.2-6 and FSAR Table 5.2.1-4,

also denotes the fact that the Recirculation discharge
block (main) and bypass valves are safety related
components identified as active valves whose operability
is relied on to perform a safety function during transients
or accidents. However, there are no bypass valves
associated with the Reactor Recirculation System. FSAR
section 5. 5.1. 3 page 5. 5-2 paragraph 4 states : "There
is no bypass line around the recirculation pump discharge
val.ves." This is also verified by FSAR Figure 5.5.1-2A,
FM-26A5B, and Isometric NS005 5' NS006.

,

e. (B31/05) FSAR section 5.2.1.6.2.2 incorrectly identifies
the recirculation block valve as F-032. In accordance
with FSAR Figure 5.5.1-2A and FM-26A5B the subject
block valve is identified as F-031.

.

f. (B 31/ 06) In accordance with ESK-6B3107, the logic to
transfer the control, for the Reactor Recirculation
Pump Suction valve 1B*MOV031B ~(F023B), from the control.

room panel 1H11*PNL-602 to the remote cautdown panel
^1C61*FNL-RSP is not depicted on FSAR Figure 7.7.1-5E
Reactor Recirculation System FCD.

2. .

g. (B 31/07) FSAR Figure 5.5.1-2A differs from the as-built.
plant configuration in that:

'

(i) In accordance with FM-26A5B and FM-46B, the re-
circulation pumps discharge and suction valves
low point vents and drains are all routed to the
dirty radwaste water system (DRW). FSAR Figure
5.5.1-2A denicts these lines as being routed to
the clean fadwaste water system (CRW).

_ _ _

-2-
.
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(ii) In accordance with FM-26A6B, the test connections,
for the No. 1 pump seal cavity pressure indicating
lines on loops A63, are routed to the. DIRTY RADWASTE
WATER SYSTEM (DRW). FSAR Figure 5.5.1-2A depicts
these test connections as being capped.s

h. (B'1/08). FSAR section 3.1.2.15 page 3.1-11 paragraph 33
states: "The reactor coolant system consists of the
reactor vessel and appurtenances, the reactor recirculation
system, the nuclear system pressure relief system, the
main steam lines, the reactor core isolation cooling
(RCIC) system, and the residual heat removal (RHR) system.
These systems are designed, fabricated, erected, and
tested to stringent quality requirements and appropriate
codes and standards which assure high integrity of the
RCPB throughout the plant lifetime. The, reactor coolant
system is designed and fabricated to meet the require-
ments of the ASME Boiler, and Pressure Vessel Code,
Section III." However, FSAR section 5.5.1. 3 page 5.5-4
states "The recirculation system piping is of all-welded
construction and is designed and constructed to meet the
requirements of the ANSI B31.1.0 Code. This is alse
verified by FSAR Table 3.2.1-1 " Equipment Classification",
FSAR section 5.2.1.4 " Applicable Code Cases", FSAR section
5.2.1.6.2.1 " Reactor Recirculation Pump and Motor", and
General Electric Purchase Order Specification No. 21A9211
section 2.2.1.1 " Standards and Codes",

i. (331/09) The transfer switch,(S-16) for Reactor Recir-
culation suction valve 1B31*MOV031B (MO-F023B) located
on the remote shutdown panel (lC61*PNL-RSP) is incorrectly,

identified as operating motor-operator MO-F032B. The
correct designation.should read MO-F023B.

.

+ e

G

I

.
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ATTACHMENT 2.

..

Plant Configuration Review Discrepancies
Control Rod Drive Hydraulic Control (Cll).. .

LILCO's plant configuration review for the Control Rod
Drive Hydraulic Control (Cll) identified thirteen potential

: discrepancies between the as-built plant and the FSAR
| commitments as follows:

~ s.

a. (Cll/01) FSAR Figure 7. 7.1-1 differs from the as-built
plant configuration in that:

(i) In accordance with FM-27A-13, differential pressure
indicators 1C11-PDI007A 1Cll-PDI007B are installed
across pump suction traine*rs 1C11-S037A (D002A)
and 1C11-S037B-(D002B) respectively. FSAR Figure
7.7.1-1 does not show the subject differential
pressure indicators.

(ii) Pump suction filters 1Cll-FL-089A (D010A) and-

1CllFLO89B (D010B) are each provided with a vent
line and three drain lines as shown on FM-27A-13.
FSAR Figure 7.7.1-1 does not show the subject vent
line and delineates only two drain lines per filter.

(iii) PSAR Figure 7.7.1-1 does not depict the instrument
line root valves uusueluled with pecusure di f feren tini
indicating switch 1Cll-PDSO45 (N015). Root valves
are installed in the plant in accordance with
FM-27A-13.

b. (Cll/02) FSAR Figure 7.7.1-1 differs from the as-built
plant configuration in that:

(i) As depicted on' FSAR Figure 7. 7.1-1 the relative
position of the lines and instrumentation associated.

with the drive water pumps, 1Cll-P017ASB (C001A63),
discharge lines do not agree with the as-built plant
and FM-27A-13..

Proceeding downstream from the Drive h'ater Pumps
along the pumps discharge lines the lines and
instrumentation are connected as follows:

;

1" minimum flow bypass line -
-

'

3/4" drain line with two normally closed valves-

in series
chech valve-

open manual valve (F014A)--

3/4" drain line with two normally closed valves in-

series
discharge lines from both drive water pumps then-

connect Ehd proceed towards the drive water
filters 1Cll-FLO47ASB (D0 0-3A SB)

-1-*

.
.
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(ii) The drive water pumps minimum flow bypass lines,
depicted on FSAR Fig. 7.7.1-1, do not agree with
FM-27A-13 and the as-built plant, i

.

Proceeding downstream from the drive water pumps
| along the minimum flow bypass lines, the lines and

instrumentation are connected as follows:
.

check valve-

opsn manual valve (F014B)-

3/4" drain line with two normally closed valves-

in series
flow restricting orifice-

.

minimum flow bypass lines from both drive water-
.

pumps connect and proceed to the condensate
storage tank.

'

,

(iii) FSAR Figure 7.7.1-1 does not depict the instrument
line root valve associated with aressure indicator
1Cll-PIO22 (R008) connected to the drive water pump
discharge line. In accordance with FM-27A-13 the
root valve is installed in the plant.

c. (C11/03) As depicted on FSAR. Figure 7.7.1-1, the
relative position of the Reactor water recirculation

~

system (B31), Reactor water cleanup system (G33) and
the Turbine and reactor sample line (P33) connections
to the CRD insertion water line does not agree with the
as-built plant and FM-27A-13.

As delineated on the marxed up secti.on of FSAR
Figure 7. 7.1-1 and FM-27A-13, proceeding upstre am from j.

flow element 1Cll-FE001 (N003) the subject connections
are located as follows:

.

Reactor. water cleanup system (G33)-

Turbine 6 reactor sample line (P33)-

Reactor wa.ter recirculation system (B31)-

d. (Cll/04) Instrument lines connecting to differential
~

pressure transmitters, pressure indicators and pressure
switches contain root valves in accordance with FM-27A-13.
FSAR Figure 7.7.1-1 does not depict the instrument lines
root valves:

Example: Pressure Indicator 1C11-PIO22 (R008) which
monitors the drive water pumos ,1Cll-P017A53 (C001A53) ,
dischar'ge pressure contain's a root' valve in its instru-
ment line'. . _ . -

. 2-
.
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e. (C11/05) .PSAR Fig. 7.7.1-1 differs from the as-buiIt -,

plant configuration in that: -

'

. c 'm',
(i) FSAR Fig. 7.7.1-1 delineates the cooling Naser ~4

line from pressure conttpl valve 1Cll-MOV031 _

(F003) as being a 2" line. However, a plant
,

walk in conjunction with FM-27A-13 revealed the
subject line is a lis" line. '#'

-

T.

"

(ii) PSAR Fig. 7.7.1-1 shows two pressure equalizing
lines from the exhaust headers connecting to the
cooling water line downstream of pressure indicator '

1Cll-PIO26 (R007). In accordance with FM-27A-13 #
,'the two pressure equalizing lines connect to28theZ.

and tie in to the cooling water line upstream of s

pressure indicator 1C11-PIO26 (R0 0 7-) .

(iii) PSAR Fig. 7.7.1-1 asserts a pressure indicator
'should be provided for one branch of the cocling

water line. The subject pressure indicator is
not depicted on FM-27A-13 and subsequently it is
not installed in the field.

as
f. (C11/06) The instrument air. supply lines do not agree y < 'T

with FSAR Figure 7.7.1-1 in that:
. 3

, f yf
(i) Proceeding downstreqm'from pressure control valve *

n

1Cll-PCV090 along th&~ Instrument air line, the -
'

lines and instrumen'tation are connected as follows',:
, , j .m ~

\hand valve "t
'

- w

test and drain lif.L containing one valve. -

Pressure Indicator 1C.11'-PI019-

Relief valve 1Cll-RV00,17-

line then proceeds to,the flow control station-
.

;.
(ii) Proceeding downstream from pressure control valve

1C11-PCV089 along the< instrument air line, the
lines and ins trument .'hye# connected as follows :

drain 5 test line containing on valve--
.

pressure indicator 1C11-PI018- 4
,

relief valve 1Cll-RV046-

. para,11e1 connected operating and standby filt,ers-

The filters discharge lines have a tie lin'dr?llowin'g-

the discharge from either filter to supply the L70-75~
psig instrument air supply line and backup. SCRAM.
pilot solenoid operated valves 1C11*SOV042A53 (F1110 AGE
pressurd' indicator 1C11-PIO20 (R012) is installed'-

downstream of the filter -discharge tie line en th,e
backup SCRAM pilot SOV supply line. i

sh
* T-3- '
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(iii) Proceeding downstream from backup SCRAM pilot !
solenoid opercted valve 1C11*SOV042A (F110A) ,

along the instrument air line, the lines and
components are connected as follows ;

s

1Cll*SOV042A (F110A) bypass line intake-

1Cll*SOV048B (F160B) bypass line discharge'-

1Cll*SOV048B (F1603)-

1C11*SOV04 8B- (F160B) bypass line intake-

1C11*SOV048A (F160A)-

1C11*SOV048A (F160A) bypass line intake-

The subject line th'en feeds the SCRAM valve pilot
air header and the SCRAM discharge volume solenoid

j operated valves.

. .

g. (Cll/07) FSAR Fig. 7.7.1-1 differs from the as-built-
' '

plant configuration in that:

(i) Scram discharge volume drain valve 1Cll*A0V051(F0ll)-

is being installed immediately upstream of drain'J

valve 1Cll*A0V032(F181). Similarly, scram discharge2.-

volume vent valve 1C11*A0V050(F180) is being
installed immediately downstream of vent ' valve
1Cll*A0V0Ll(F080). Both installations ^are in
accordance with FM-27B-12 and E5DCR P-3650-Q.
However, the subject vent and drain valves are
not depicted'on FSAR Fig. 7.7.1-1.

(ii) Discrepancies involving the identification of the
,

'a'ctuating solenoid for the subj ect vent and drain
valves per the as-built configuration, FSAR Fig.-

7' 7.1-1, . FM- 2 73 - 12 , and FK-1D-12, lE-11 5 1G-ll
_ exist. ;

<m ,

(iii) FSAR Table ~3.l.1-1 delineates the scram discharge
yolume valven 1C11 *A0V0 5 0 (F180) , 1 Cll* A0V0 51 (F011),
1Cl-l*A0VO81'(f010) and 1C11*A0V032(IS1) as being
code class ANS1 B31J140. However as indicated on
isometrics P.1294 and,P1295 the valves are code

'class ASME,III-2, - *
1

s

e

p., .W'
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h. (C11/02) FSAR Figure 7.7.1-1 differs from the as-built
plant configuration in that:

, ,

(i) In accordance with FM-27B-12, E6DCR P-3650P, repair
rework request 1C11-93-and change.. control form
system /no. C11/06 Rev. 4,,, modifications to the
scram d'ischarge volume instrumentation have been
made. The modifications consisted of the addition
of four scram switches in redundant loops, one
redundant rod block switch and one redundant level

~

alarm switch. However the subject modifications are
<not delineated on FSAR Figure 7.7.1-1 and FSAR
page 4.2-64, paragraph 3.

.

i 1. (C11/09) ESAR Fig. 7. 7.1-1 differs _ from the as sbuilt
plant configuration in that:

(i) In accordance with FM-27C-9 a filter is provided
for the' drive water insert line, the drive water
withdraw line and the supply line from the drive
water header. The subject filters are not depicted
on FSAR Figure 7.7.1-1.

j. (Cll/10) In accordance with FM-27A-13 a pump test cfnnection
'

is provided in the drive water header just downstream
of the flow control station. FSAR Figure 7.7.1-1 does
not depict the subject pump test ' connection.

k. (C11/11) FSAR page' 4.2-62, 4.2-63 and FSAR Figure 7.7.1-2E
differ from the as-built plant configuration in that:*

(i) FSAR page 4.2-62, 4.2-63 and FSAR Figure 7.7.1-2B
asserts there is a drive pressure control valve,-

1Cll-MOV031 (F003), and a cooling pressure control
valve, 1C11-MOV032 (F005). However, the requirement
for cooling pressure control valve 1C11-MOV032 (F005)
has been deleted and. subsequently the valve is not
installed. .;

.
- *

,
'

.(ii) FSAR page 4.2.62 states , "A flow rate of approxi-
mately 6 gpm (the sum of the flow rate required
to insert and withdraw a control rod) normally
passes from the drive water pressure stage through

- -

two solenoid-operated stabilizing valves (arranged
in parallel) and then goes into the return line

w,

.- .
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downstream from the cooling pressure control
valve." In addition to the referenced cooling
pressure control valve not being installed, see -

item 1 above, the flow path as described does
not agree with FSAR Figur'e 7.7.1-1, FM-27A-13
and'the as-built plant. The flow path bifurcates,

', paralleling the solenoid operated stabilizing
valves (arranged in parallel) with the drive

,

water pressure control station, in accordance I.

with FSAR Figure 7.7.1-1, FM-27A-13 and the
as-built plant.

| (iii) FSAR Figure 7.7.1-2B indicates 1Cll-SOV043 (F008) I

is a discharge volume isolation solenoid valve. |
!

The subject valve is not depicted on FM-28B-12
per ESDCR F-21920A, and subsequently is not
installed. *

.) '

1. (C11/12) .FSAR page 4.2-62 and 7.7-4 asserts there is
one air operated flow control valve provided to maintain
a constant system flow rate. However in accordance witho

FM-27A-13, and FSAR Figure 7.7.1-1, there are two air
operated flow control valves installed, 1C11-FCV001A6B'

'

(F002A6B).

m. (C11/13) FSAR Figure 7.7.1-2B differs from the as-
built plant configuration in that :

(i) The control switches for drive water pumps
1Cll-F017A5B (C001A6B) are shown on FSAR Figure.

7.7.1-2B as 3 position switches. The subject
switches are actually 4 position switches (1-pu11,

to lock, 2-stop, 3-blank, 4-start) with spring.

return to auto, as shown on G. E. drawing 791E407TF.

(ii) In accordance with ESK SC1101, three indicating
lamps (green, white and red) are provided on main
control room panel 1H11-FNL603 (N11-1603) for each
drive water pump,1C11-F017A4B (C001ASB). However, *

,

FSAR Figure 7.7.1-2B shows only two indicating
lamps (green and red) for each of the subject
pumps.

. ,

b
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ATTACHMENT 3 ,'

'

. .

Plant Configuration Review Discrepancie's
. Standby Liquid Control (C41)

s ~
,

a

LILCO's plant configuration review for the Standby Liquid '

1 Control System (C41) identifie~d nine potential discrepancies
between the as-built plant and the FSAR commitments as
follows:

.

a. (C41/01) Standby Liquid Control Storage Tank A001
discharge lines to Test Tank A002 and Standby Liquid
Control Pumps suction shown on FSAR Figure 4.2.3-11
do not agree with the as-built conditions of the
plant as shown on FSAR Figure 4.2.3-11.

,

;

b. (C41/02) Standby Liquid Control Pumps C001A5B discharge
! lines depicted in FSAR Figure 4.2.3-11, do not agree '

j with the as-built condition of the plant as shown in
.' FSAR Figure 4.2.3-11.

c. (C41/03) Standby Liquid Control System accumulator and
relief valve line, located downstream of Pumps C001A5B
discharge, do'not agree on FSAR Figure 4.2.3-11 with
the as-built conditions of the plant, in that:

.

(i) Proceeding downstream of pump C001A discharge,
the relief valve intake line splits off and
comes to a tee in the line, with one line ending
at Accumulator A003A, and the other going to
li n i l e f V n i v n F0?.9A. The dischnrne- o f tlm ro i l o i*

valve splits, with one line discharging to Pump
C001A suction, and the other to a 3/4" valve.
Downstream of the valve, the line comes to a tee-

with one line providing supply pressure to PI 027A,
and the other to a test line containing one in

,

line. valve.

(ii) Proceeding downstream of pump C0013. discharge,'

the relief valve intake line splits off.and comes.

'

to a tee in the line, with one line ending at
Accumulator A003B, and the other going to Relief
Valve'F-0293. The discharge of the relief valve4

splits, with one line discharging to Pump C001B-

suction, and the other to a 3/4" valve. Downstream
o f. the valve , the line comes to a tee, with one
line providing supply pressure to PI 027B- and the,

other to a test line containing one in line valve.
1

'
. . . .

O
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d. (C41/04) FSAR Table 6.2.4-1 lists the explosive
valves as one of the outside isolation valves for
penetration X-36. It also lists these valves as
having an instantaneous closing time. Since this
type of valve is sealed closed until exploded open,
it can never be closed again once it is set'off.

*

. .
'

e. (C41/05) The demineralized water intake line to
Storage Tank A001 do'es not include a vent connection
containing one in line valve, immediately downstream
of Check Valve F003 on FSAR Figure 4.2. 3-11. The
as-built condition of the plant has the vent line
installed.

f. (C41/06) Several veht, test and drain -lines are
shown on FSAR Figure 4.2.3-11 as capped. The subject
lines, in accordance with FM-21A, are not capped.
Example: FSAR Figure 4.2.3-11 shows a cap on the test
line for check valve F006. The subject lines have
been revealed through a system walkdown as not being
capped,

g. (C41/07) Standby Liquid Control Pump C001A5B~ Control
Switch is shown in the FSAR on the Functional Control
Diagram, Figure 7.4.1-4, with no mention of a key lock.
In accordance with GE drawing 791E409TF, the as-built
condition of the plant has the subject switch in the
control room with a key lock, key removable in stop
position.

,

h. (C41/ 08) Temperatura elements TE-030A5B and Vibrationa

elements VBE-029A6B are to be installed in Standby
Liquid Control Pumps P-024A5B, as per E6DCR P-03698.
Those instruments do not appear on FSAR Figure 4.2.3-11..

i. Valves shown on FSAR Figure 4.2.3-11 as locked open or
closed have been revealed in a system walkdown as not
being locked.

~
.

.
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ATTACHMENT 4, , ,

Plant Configuration Review Discrepancies
Core Soray System (E21)+

.

s

LILCO's plant configuration review for the Core Spray System
(E21) identified nine potential discrepancies between the
as-built plant and the FSAR commitments as follows :

a. (E21/01) FSAR page 6.3-10, revision 3 - November 1976
paragraph'6, states the vent lines of the two core spray
pumps, 1E21*P013ASB, have two normally locked closed
valves. The subject vent lines contain two normally
closed valves with only one locked as indicated on FSAR
Figure 7.3.1-8 and FM-23A.

!
L

b. (E21/02) FSAR Figure 7.3.1-8 differs from the as-built |
plant configuration in that: !

i
(i) FSAR Figure 7.3.1-8, note 12, indicates valve |

1E21*RV096A6B shall be located as close as i

practical to valve 1E21*MOV033ASB respectively. ,

The subject valves are located approximately 55'
apart. ,

(ii) FSAR Figure 7.3.1-8 shows the discharge from
1E21*RV096ASB to the suppression pool. The

isubject valve discharges to clean radwaste per '

FSAR page 6. 3-11 paragraph 1 and FM-23A. '

c. (E21/03) FSAR page 6.3-11, paragraph 2, states the |
~

full flow test line contains a restricting orifice.
The as-built line does not contain an orifice in -

accordance with isometrics IC-57, 63, 65 and 66, iFM-23A and FSAR Figure 7.3.1-8. i

d. (E21/04) FSAR page 6.3-11, paragraph 4, asserts the
referenced testable check valves are located just inside
the primary containment. A plant walk in conjunction
with isometrics IC-59 5 o4 revealed the valves are '

. located more than 40' from'the primary containment. *

However, the referenced valves are located as close as
possible to the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) in
accordance with FSAR Figure 7.3.1-8 and FM-23A.

;

.

1
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e. (E21/05) FSAR Figure 7.3.1-8 differs from the az-built
plant configuration in that:

(i) A normally locked open manual valve is provided,
in the loop level systems gymp discharge lines,
downstream of the lines flow element (1E21-FE-099A6B
and upstream of the lines to the RHR system as shown
on FM-23A. The subject valve is not depicted on
FSAR Figure 7.3.1-8.

(ii) The loop level makeup water is from the Demineralized
and Makeup Water Supply as shown on FM-23A. FSAR
Figure 7.3.1-8 shows the loop level makeup water from
Condensate.

.

f. (E21/06) FSAR Figure 7. 3.1-8 differs from. the as-built -

plant configuration in that:;

(i) As depicted on FSAR Figure 7.3.1-8, the relative
position of the lines and instrumentation as'sociated'

with the core spray loop does not agree with the
as-built plant and FM-23A.

(ii-) The drain lines (2"DRW- 31 -151- 4 and 2"- DRW- 4 6 - 151 - 4)
for the two core spray loops, drain to dirty radwaste
via a local floor drain in accordance with FM-23A.
FSAR Figure 7.3.1-8 shows the subject drain lines,

connecting to a 4" drain line mutually shared with
the RHR system.

g. (E21/ 07) FSAR Figure 7.3.1-9A differs from the as-built -
plant configuration in that:'

,

(i) The control switch ' for core spray pump (C001A6B) is
shown as a 3 position switch on the referenced figure.
The subject switch is actually a 4 position switch
(1-pull to lock, 2-stop , 3-auto, 4-start) with spring
return to auto, as shown on GE drawing 791E419TF.

.

j. (ii) The core spray outboard isolation valve (F005A6B)
; .is incorrectly identified on the reference figure,
! ESK 6E2103 and ESK 6E2103A as the core spray inboard

isolation valve.,

.

-2-
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(iii) The control switch for the core spray outboard
isolation valve (F005A6B) is incorrectly identified
on panel 1H11*PNL-601 as the core spray inboard
isolation valve F005.

(iv) In accordance with ESK 6E21'03 and ESK 6E2103A, the
logic to open the core spray outboard isolation
val;o (F005) does not include the valve torque.'

switch or parallel connected limit switch as shown
on the referenced figure.

FSAR Figure 7.3.1-9B differs from the as-built plant
configuration in that:

(i) The control switches for the testable check valves
(A0 F006A6B) motor operated bypass valves are spring
return to "close" from clockwise only, as indicated.

on GE drawing 791E419TF. The referenced figure does ,

not indicate the subject switches have the spring
return to "close" from clockwise only feature.

(ii) In accordance with ESK 6E2107, the logic to test the,

testable check valves (A0 F006A6B) motor operated
j bypass valves does not include the MOVs torque
! switches or parallel connected limit switches as
; shown on the referenced figure.

I

(iii) In accordance with ESK 6E2107, the logic to close
the testable check valves (A0 F006A6B) motor operated
bypass valves requires the MOVs limit switches to
be " Permissive when valve is fully open". Figure
7.3.1-9B asserts the valve should be " Permissive
unless valve is fully closed".

(iv) In accords.nce with ESK 6E2106, the logic to open the
minimum flow bypass valve (M0 F031A6B) does not include
the valve torque switch or parallel connected limit.

switch as indicated on the referenced figure.

(v) In accordance with ESK 6E2106, the logic to open the
minimum flow bypass valve (M0 F031A6B) does require
a seal-in contact.

(vi) In accordance with ESK 6E2106, the logic.to close
the minimum flow bypass valve- (M; F031A6B) requires
the valve limit switch to be " Permissive when valve
is fully open". Figure 7.3.1-93 asserts the limit

3 switch should be " Permissive unless valve is fully
closed".

.
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(vii) In accordance with ESK 6E2106, the logic to close
the minimum flow bypass valve (MO F031A53) requires
the seal-in contact operate in conjunction with the
limit switch. FSAR Figure 7.3.1-9B depicts the
seal-in circuit. operating independently of the limit-

- switch and torque switch.

(viii) In accordance,with ESK 6E2105 the logic to open the.

test bypass valve (MO 'F015A5B) does not include the
valve torque switch or parallel connected limit
switch as indicated on the referenced figure.

(ix) In accordance with ESK 6E2105 the logic to close the
test bypass valve (M0 F015ASB) requires the valve
limit witch to be " Permissive when valve is fully
open". Figure 7.3.1-9B states the valve should be
" Permissive unless valve is fully closed".

(x) In accordance with ESK 6E2102 the logic to open the
suction valve (M0 F001ASB) does not include the
valve torque switch or parallel connected limit
switch as depicted on the referenced figure.

(xi) In accordance with ESK 6E2102, the logic to close
the suction valve (MO F001A5B) requires the valve
limit switch to be " Permissive when valve is fully
open". Figure 7.3.1-9B states the limit switch should

'

be " Permissive unless valve is fully closed".
.

h. (E21/08) The K-Line excess flow restriction (EFR) -

orifices are not located as close as possible to the core
spray giping as required by FSAR Figure 7. 3.1-8, note 11.
The su'aj ect orf.fices are located as close as practical to
the primary containment per FM-23A, note 14.

'
.

i. (E21/09) Several vent, flush and drain lines are shown
on FSAR Figure 7.3.1-8 as capped. However, the subj ect
lines are in accordance with.FM-23A and not capped.
Example: FSAR Figure 7.3.1-8 shows a cap on the drain
line for 1E21*MOV033A5B. The subject lines are not capped -

in accordance with FM-23A.

.
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.* ATTACHMENT 5
-

e

Plant Configuration Review Discrepancies
MSIV Leakage Control System (E32) i-

,

%

LILCO's plant configuration review for the MSIV Leakage
*

Control System (E32) identified eight potential discrepancies
; between the as-built plant and the FSAR commitments as

follows:
'

a. (E32/01) In accordance with FM-69A, E6DCR F-33016 and
). P3572, test lines (3/4" CRW-94-153-4 and 3/4 CRW 809-153-4)

have been provi'ded to both the upstream and downstream'

subsystems condensate drain lines 3/4" CRW-92-153-2-

(3/4" AB-B) and 3/4" CRW-91-153-2 (3/4" AB-b). The4 -

subject lines are not depicted on FSAR Figure 6.5.2-1A,

' and Figure 6.5.2-1B.
.

b. (E32/02) PSAR Figures 6.5.2-1A6B differs from the as-built
j plant configuration in that:
.

(i) FSAR Figures 6.5.2-1A6B, delineates the referenced
blowers suction and discharge lines as having

,

flexible connections. In accordance with FM-69A6B, '

the subject lines do not have flexible connection.

(ii) FSAR Fig. 6.5.2-1B, depicts the downstream blowers
: discharge lines as being connected into a single
: discharge line. In accordance with FM-69B, the '

| downstream blower discharge lines do not connect.

c. (E32/03) FSAR Figures 6.5.2-1A6B differ from the as-built
plant configuration in that:

(i) In accordance with FM-69A, a test lin.e utilizing two
normally closed valves it located between each pair
of the upstream subsystem valves lE32*MOV021A-D
(MO F001B, F, K, P) and 1E32*MOV022A-D (M0 F002B, F,
K, P) respectively. A similar test line is located-

between each pair of the downstream subsystem bleed
valves lE32*MOV024 (M0 F006) and lE32*MOV025 (F007)- .

and the downstream depressurization valves 1E32*MOV026
(F008) and 1E32*MOV27 (F009) respectively. The subject
lines are not depicted on FSAR Figs. 6.5.2-1AGB.

(ii) FSAR Figure 6.5.2-1A6B depict test lines as being capped.
| ' The test lines' delineated on FM-69A, including the

subj e ct -tes t lines, are not eapped.

-1- w
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d. (E32/04) A test line is provided on each of the 1" low
point condensate drain lines for the referenced heaters,
per FM-69A. However, FSAR Figure 6.5.2-1A shows the
subject test lines as being connected to the heaters' .

discharge line.
,

*
,

e. (E32/05) An instrument line containing a root valve is
connected to the downstream depressurization line just
upstream of the depressurization valve lE32*MOV026 (F008)
as shown on FM-69A. FSAR Fig. 6.5.2-1B shows this instrument
line without the root valve connect.ed to th.e downstream
bleed line.

.

f. (E32/06) In accordance with FM-69A,.the referenced
instrument lines consist o f a ro o t valve , an excess flow
restrictor and an excess flow check valve. FSAR Figure
6.5.2.1-A does not show the subject components.

g. (E32/07) FSAR Figure 6.5.2-1A6B differ from the as-built
configuration in that:

(i) Dilution Air Intake .

FSAR Figure 6.5.2-1A and 6.5.2-1B Note 14, asserts-

'

a flow test point should be provided for the
upstream subsystem and the downstream subsystem
dilution air intake. The subject test points are
not depicted on FM-69A and subsequently are not

: installed in the field. However, as indicated by
startup and the SEO, a temporary spool piece with>

a test point will be used to perform preop and
subsequent surveillance testing.

- In addition, the FSAR Figures 6.5.2-1A6B and
FM-69A also show a funnel connected to the dilution
air intake line of each of the downstream and
upstream subsystems.. However a plant walkdown !

revealed that such funnels are not installed in
the field. j

1

(ii) Instrument lines connecting to the differential |
pressure transmitters (1E32*PDT038 6 035) which !monitor dilution air flow for both the upstream ^

and downstream subsystems contain root valves in i

accordance with FM-69A. FSAR Figures 6.5.2-1A6B
do not depict the instrument line root valves.

-2-
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h. (E32/08) FSAR Figures 6.5.2-3A-D differ from the as-built
plant configuration in that:

(i) In accordance with ESK 6E3201 and GE drawing 851E70STF,
the remote manual switchessfor isolation valves
1E32*MOV021A (MO F001B) and lE32*MOV022A (M0 F002B)
are 3 position " Test, Normal, Test" keylock switches
with spring return to normal and key remo.vable in
normal. FSAR Figure'6.5.2-3B does not ind'icate the

| switches are keylock.
,

(ii) FSAR Figure 6.5.2-3A note 4, states the indicating
lights for blowers and heaters are as follows:

Green on for device on
Red on for device off

However, this note does not concur with FSAR Figure
6.5.2-3B, 3D, GE drawing 851E708TF and ESK 6E3209-11
which asserts: Green on for device off, Red on
for device on.

(iii) In accordance with ESK 6E3209, 6E3210, 6E3211 and
6E3212, the logic to close the associated inboard
and outboard MOV'-s, depicted on FSAR Figures 6.5.2-3A-D,
does not agree with the referenced logic asserted in
Detail 1 of FSAR Figure 6.5.2-3A. The subj ect ESK's
delineate the valves' limit and torque switches as
being connected in parallel uith the torque switch -

permissive when the valve is fully open. However,
Detail 1 of FSAR Figure 6.5.2-3A does not depict

:the valves' limit and torque switches as being
{connected in parallel and the torque switch is depicted

as permissive unless valve is fully closed.

I

1
|
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ATTACHMENT 6** '

^ Plant Configuration Review Discrepancies
High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) (E41)

s

LILCO's plant configuration review for the High Pressure Coolant
Injection (HPCI) (E41) identified nine potential discrepancies

*

between the as-built plant and the FSAR commitments as follows :
.

a. (E41/01) FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A differs from the as-built
plant configuration in that:

,

(i) In accordance with FM-25A and E6DCR P-3594, the
isolation valve (1E41*MOV032) located in the HPCI
pump suction line from the suppression pool has a
leakage test connection consisting of two normally
closed valves. FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A does not depict
the subj ect leakage test connection.

(ii) The test line immediately downstream of motor operated
valve 1E41*MOV032 (M0 F042) consist of two normally
closed valves in accordance with FM-25A. FSAR Figure
7.3.1-4A shows the subject test line consisting of
one normally closed valve and an end cap.

b. (E41/02) FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A differs from the as-built.

pl. ant configuration in that:.

(i) FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A shows a test cdnnection on thee
"

HPCI turbine steam supply line upstream' of outboard
isolation valve 1E41*MOV042 (MO F003) . The subject-

test connection actually connects to the outboard
isolation valve bypass line upstream of bypass valve
1E41*MOV048 (MO F080) in accordance with FM-25A. :

(ii) FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A and FM-25A shows the line to the
RHR heat exchanger originating from the HPCI turbine
steam supply line downstream of the outboard isolation
bypass line. The line to the RHR heat exchanger
actually connects to the HPCI turbine steam supply
line immediately downstream of isolation valve
lE41*MOV042 (MO F0 0 3) .

.

-1-
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(iii) The turbine steam supply line's inboard isloation
valve (1E41*MOV041) and inboard isolation bypass
valve (1E41*MOV047) as implied and in accordance
with FM-25A, FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A, FSAR Section
6.'3.2.2.1 paragraphs 2 and J and Section 7.3.1.1.1
paragraph 2, are installed inside the primary
containment. However FSAR Section 6.3.2.2.1 paragraph

. - 6 states: "The HPCI turbine-pump assembly and piping
are protected from detrime'ntal physical effects of
the DBA, such as pipe whip, flooding and high temperature.
The equipment is located outside the primary containment."

c. (E41/03) FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A differs from the as-built
plant configuration in that:

,

(i) A check valve is provided, in the steam supply
condensate drain line, upstream of the main condenser,
'and a trap is provided, in the steam supp,ly condensate
drain line, whose drain line connects downstream of
the subject check valve as shown on FM-25A. The
subject check valve and trap drain line are not
depicted on FSAR Figure 7. 3.1-4A.

(ii) A test line is located between the two steam line
isolation valves 1E41*A0V081(F028) and 1E41*A0V082
(F029) as delineated on FM-25A and FSAR Figure
7. 3.1 - 4 A . The test line in accordance with FM-25A
does not have a threaded cap, however, a threaded
cap is required as shown on FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A.

d. (E41/04) FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A differs from the as-built
configuration in that:

(i) FSAR page 6. 3.6 paragraph 2 states : "A redundant
system of check valves and isolation valves. has
been installed as a vacuum breaker line which
connects the air space in the suppression Aamber
with the HPCI turbine exhaust line." In 'ordance.

with FM-25A and FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A, FSAu .able
,

6.2.4-1 indicates the vacuum breaker line contains
only one isloation valve (1E41*MOV044) and not
redundant isolation valves as stated. However,
FSAR Table 6.2.4.1 indicates the vacuum breaker
line takes credit for the two isolation check valves
in the HPCI terbine exhaust line, in accordance
with FM-25A, FSAR Figure 6.2.4-2 and FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A.

i
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(ii) A manual valve is installed in the vacuum breaker '

line downstream of the redundant check valves in )
accordance with FM-25A. FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A does i

not depict the subject valve.

(iii) In accordance with FSAR page 6.3-6 paragraph 2 of
FM-25A the as-built vacuum breaker line has a test
connection upstream of each check valve. The subject
test connections have two normally closed valves per
FM-25A. FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A shows a test connection,
with one normally closed valve and a threaded cap,
upstream and downstream of each of the subj ect check
valves.

.

(iv) In accordan~ce,with FM-25A the as-built turbine exhaust
line has a test connection, with two normally closed
valves, downstream of each of the redundant check'

valves and for the turbine exhaust valve 1E41*MOV044
(f021). .

|

| FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A only depicts a test connection
' with one normally closed valve and a threaded cap down-

stream of both redundant check valves.

(v) The HPCI turbine exhaust vent line originates from thet

HPCI turbine exhaust line to the suppression pool
downstream of pressure switches 1E41*PS026A (N017A):

and 1E41*PS026B (N017B). FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4B and
i FM-25B depicts the turb.ine exhaust vent line

connecting upstream of the referenced pressure
switches.

(vi) The HPCI turbine exhaust vent line is trichotomous
in accordance with FM-25B. FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4B
shows a bifurcated HPCI turbine exhaust vent line.

(vii) Pressure switches lE41*PS025ASC (N012ASC) are connected
through a common valve to one branch of the HPCI
turbine exhaust vent line (l"-SLP- 80 3-151- 2) and
pressure switches lE41*PS025BSD (N012B5D) are
connected through a common valve-to another branch
of the HPCI turbine exhaust vent line (l"-SLP-10-151-2)
in accordance with FM-25B. FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4B
depicts the subject pressure switches individually
connecting to a common vent line.

,

'
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e. (E41/ 05) FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4B differs from the as-built
plant configuration in that:

,

(i) Moisture collected in the HPCI turbine exhaust steam
drain pot is discharged to the barometric condenser
as depicted on FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4B and FM-25B. FSAR
page 6.3-5 paragraph 7, states the collected moisture
is discharged to the suppression pool or bypassed to
the baromstric condenser if the trip fails. It should,

also be noted that the steam trap does not exist per
design.

! (ii) In accordance with FM-25B, the seal drain for the
; turbine control valve' (1E41*NOV052) is located

upstream of the valve and discharges to the barometric
condenser via the HPCI turbine exhaust drain line.
FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4B indicates the drain is located
downstream of the turbine control valve.

(iii) The condensate spray line to the barometr'ic condenser
originates at the HPCI main pump in accordance with,

FM-25B. FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4B depicts the subj ect
condensate spray line connecting to the inter-
connecting line between the HPCI booster pump and

; the HPCI main pump.

(iv) A temperature indicator (1E41-TI-050) is located on
the condensate spray line immediately upstream of
the barometric condenser in accordance with FM-25B.
Figure 7.3.1-4B indicates a temperature test point
should be immediately upstream of the barometric
condenser.

(v) The condensate pump (1E41*P075) discharge line to the
HPCI booster pump suction line contains two check
valves in accordance with FM-25B. Figure 7.3.1-4B
depicts a third check valve in the condensate pump
discharge line, immediately downstream of the pressure
test point.

(vi) The lube oil cooler water discharge line connects''

to the condensate pump discharge line going to the
HPCI booster pump suction, downstream of the
condensate pump discharge line going to radwaste
system. FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4B and FM-25B indicates
the lube oil cooler's water discharge line connects

: upstream of the condensate pump discharge line going
,

to the radwaste.
i

r

,
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(vii) In accordance with FM-25B, the restricting orifice
(D009) in the lube oil cooler's water discharge line
is installed downstream of the associated pressure
test point. FSAR Figure 7.'3.1-4B indicates the
subject restricting orifico should be located upstream(' of the associated test point.

(viii) The cest connection in the condensate pump discharge
;line to radwaste has two normally closed valves and

is not capped in accordance with FM-25B. Figure 7.3.1-4B
shows the subject test line with a single valve and a
threaded cap.

f. (E41/06) FSAR' Figure 7.3.1-4A differs from the as-built
plant configuration in that:

(i) Relief valve 1E41*RV149 (F082) is on the condensate
makeup line upstream of the loop level line in ;

accordance with FM-25A. FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A shows
the subject valve connected to the loop level line.

;

(ii) A test line with two normally closed valves is connected
to the HPCI pump discharge line downstream of the
condensate makeup line in accordance with FM-25A.
FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4A delineates a capped test'line~

having two normally closed valves connecting to the
HPCI pump discharge line upstream of the condensate
makeup line.

(iii) Temperature indicator 1E41-TIl41 (R002) is connected
to the HPCI pump discharge line upstream of the HPCI '

pump minimum flow line in accordance with FM-25A. FSAR
Figure 7.3.1-4A depicts the subject temperature
indicator connected to the HPCI pump discharge line
downstream of the HPCI pump minimum flow line.

.

1
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FSAR Figure 7. 3.1-4B differs from the as-built plant
configuration in that:

(iv) The loop level pump's suction line originates from.

the condensate pump discharge line in accordance with
FM-25B. FSAR Figure 7. 3.1-4B depicts the loop level' ;

,

pump's suction line originating fromthe HPCI pump's j

suction line. J

(v) PSAR Figure 7.3.1-4B delineates a valved and capped
1

line on each side of the flow switch (NO34) in the
loop level pump's discharge line. The subj ect valved :

and capped lines are not delineated on FM-253 and ;

relatively are not installed in the field.

(vi) A check valve is installed in the loop level pump's I
discharge line upstream of the flow s. witch (N034) !

in accordance with FM-25B. FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4B :
does not depict the subject check valve., j

t4

(vii) Pressure indicating switch 1E41-PISO98 (NO32) isJ

(located. upstream of the check valve in the loop (.

level pump's discharge line per FM-25B. FSAR
Figure 7.3.104B show the subject pressure indicating i

i

switch immediately downstream of the loop level i

pump's outlet. "

|-

(viii) The loop level pump minimum flow bypass line contains I
a restricting orifice (1E41 *R0137) as indicated on [
FM-25B and does not contain a locked throttled :

valve as shown on FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4B. }
-

t

g. (E41/07) FSAR Figure 7.3.1-5A differs from the as-built
plant configuration in that: *

(i) In accordance with FSAR section 7.3.1.1.1, FSAR '
r

Figure 7.3.1-5A depicts four level indicating:

switches (LIS B21-N031A-D) and four pressure
switches .(PS E11-N011A .D) electrically arranged to
automatically initiate the HPCI system. The HPCI
system is automatically initiated by the analog "

trip system incorporating level transmitters >

1B21*LT15 7A-D (LT B21-N091A-D) and pressure trans-
mitters 1E11*PT165A-D (PT.E11-N091A-D). .

!
<

,

[

h
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. (11) In accordance with ESK llE4103 and 11E4117, the-logic
to close the steam supply line outboard isolation valve
(MO F003) and the warmup line outboard isloation valve
(MO F080) respectively, requires the valve limit
switch to be " Permissive when valve is fully open".
Figure 7.3.1-5A asserts the limit switch should be
" Permissive unless valve is fully closed".

FSAR Figure 7.3.1-53 diffe'rs from the as-built plant
configuration in that:

(iii) In accordance with ESK 6E4102, 6E4103, 11E4110 and
11E4112, the logic to close the steam supply line
inboard isolation valve (M0 F002), warm-up line
inboard isolation valve (MO F097), pump suction.from
suppression chamber valve (M0 F042) and the minimum i
flow bypass to suppression chamber valve (M0 F012)

'

respectively, requires the valve limit switch to be
" Permissive when valve is fully open". . Figure 7.3.1-5B
asserts the limit switch should be " Permissive unless
valve is fully closed".

.

FSAR Figure 7.3.1-5D differs from the as-built plant
configuration in that:

(iv) The control switch for the test bypass to condensate
Storage tank valve (M0 F008) is incorrectly identified
on the referenced figure as the control switch for

.

valve F003.
*

.

(v) The control switch for the redundant H'PCI discharge
; to the condensate storage tank shutoff valve (M0 F011)
: is not depicted on FSAR Figure 7.3.1-5D.

.(vi) In accordance with ESK 11E4107 and 11E4108, the position
of valve 1E41*MOV035(M0 F006) affects the operation
of the valve 1E41*MOV037 (M0 F008) only and not the
operation of valve 1E41*MOV038 (M0 7011) . FSAR Figure
7.3.1-5D indicates the. operation of both valves are
af fe c t e d .

(vii) In accordance with ESK llE4107 and 11E4108, the logic
to open the test bypass to condensate storage tank
valve (MO F008) and redundant shutoff to condensate
storage tank valve (MO F0ll) does not include the
valve;.torquc switch or parallel connected limit switch

.

as indicated on Figure 7.3.1-5D. '

.
. ., ,
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(viii) In accordance with ESK 11E4106, 11E4107, 11E4108 and
llE4109, the logic to close the HPCI pump discharge
valve (MO.F006), the test bypass to condensate
storage tank valve (M0 F008) , the redundant shutoff
to condensate storage tank-valve (M0 F004), requires
the valve limit switch to be " Permissive when-

valve is fully open". Figure 7.3.1-5D asserts the
limit switch should be " Permissive unless valve is
fully closed".

FSAR Figure 7. 3.1-5E differs from the as-built plar. '
configuration in that:

! (ix) Figure 7.3.1-5E depicts two ?ressure switches
(PS E11-N011BSD) that sense high drywell' pressure
as part of the turbine exhaust vacuum. breaker valve
(M0 F0 79) automatic isolation signal. The subject

,

pressure switches do not contribute to the automatic j
isolation of valve 1E41*MOV049 (MO F079). i

.

(x) In accordance with ESK llE4114 and llE4118, the logic
to close the turbine exhaust to suppression pool
valve (M0 F021) and the turbine exhaust vacuum
breaker valve (M0 F079) respectively, requires the
valve limit switch to be " Permissive when valve is
fully open". Figure 7.3.1-5E asserts the limit
switch should be " Permissive unless valve is fully
closed".

d

(xi) The control switch for the HPCI vacuum pump-(lE41*P074)
is shown as a 4 position switch with spring return
to auto and maintained contacts in the start position.
The subject switch does not maintain contacts in the
start position as indicated on E6DCR F-37444A, ESK
11E4101 and GE drawing 791E420TF.

, h. (E41/08) Configuration Discrepancy Reports E41/01 item 2,
'

E41/03 item 2, E41/03 items.3 and 4, E41/05 item 8 and the
HPCI booster and main pump's vent and drain lines are
examples of vent, test and drain lines that are shown
on FSAR Figure 7.3.1-4ASB as capped, but are not capped per
FM-25ASB.

|
l
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i. (E41/09) The principal code identified in FSAR Table
3.2.1-1 for the HPCI " piping return test line to condensate
storage tank beyond reactor building" (P21-10"-WD-332-153-2)
is ANSI B31.1.0. The principal code implied by the line
number and identified on isometr.ic IC-1071 and the associated
spool sketches (Example: spool sketch E-2821-5839) is
ASME III, class 2.

.

| .

.
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ATTACHMENT 7

'
,

,

Plant Configuration Review Discrepancies
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) (E51)

LILCO's plant configuration review for the Reactor Gore
.

'

Isolation Cooling (RCIC) (E51) identified twelve potential
discrepancies between the as-built plant and the FSAR commitments'

as follows:
4

a. (E51/01) PSAR Figure 5.5.7-1A differs from the as-built
plant configuration in that:

(i) A normally closed double-valve test connection has
been added upstream of the inboard motor operated
isolation valve (M0 F007) in accordance with FM-22A,
and small bore isometric F0298. The subject test
connection is not shown on FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1A.

(ii) FSAR Figure 5.5.7-1A shows the RCIC steam supply
line upstream and downstream of lE51*MOV041(F007),
as an incorrect line size of 4" instead of a 3"
line size. This is verified by FM-22A and IC-60.-

.

(iii) The RCIC steam supply inboard isolation valve
lE51*MOV041 (MO F007) is provided with 3/4" double- .

valve in-line drain on the underside of the valve.
] This is in accordance with FM-22A and Isometric F0296.
1 (iv) A 3/4" double-valve in-line test connection has been
; added downstream of the out-board motor operated
| isolation valve (MO F008) in accordance with FM-22A,

and Isometric 1C-61. The subject valves are shown
in a normally closec position. FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1A
does not depict the subject connection.

b. (E51/02) FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1A differs from the . as-built
plant configuration in that:

(i) Test line connection downstream of steam supply
condensate drain pot, between the two steam line
drain isolation valves 1E51*A0V-081 (F025) and
lE51*A0V-082 (F026) has been routed to drain into the
clean radwaste water system. FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1A
depicts a double valve test connection with an end
cap.

; *

-
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(ii) Steam trap 1E51-TRP004 (D003) has been provided with
a drain line (1E51 - 3/ 4"-WR- 5 5 - 15 01- 4) consisting of
a 1/2" x 3/4" reducer, two normally closed valves, |
and a 3/4" drain with a normally closed valve. Subject I.

line is then routed to the main condenser hotwell via
1N23-lh"-TD-34-1501-4 FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1A does not
depict the subject drain line.

~

(iii) Proceeding downstream 'from steam" trap 1E51-TRP004
(D003) the as-built plant configuration, in accordance.
with FM-22A, does not agree with FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1A

i

concerning the added connections and equipment. I

c. (E51/03) FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1B differs from the' as-built
plant configuration in that:

(i) The line size of th'e low pressure valve steam gland
leakoff of the turbine trip-throttle valve 1E51*MOV-044
is 3/4", and routed via the turbine supply drain pot
drain line (1E 51 - 3"-WR- 15 - 151 - 2 ) to the barometric
condenser as shown on FM-22A. FSAR Fig. 5.5.6-1B does
not show the correct line size.

~

(ii) The RCIC turbine high exhaust line pressure switches
1E51*PS-026A (N009B) are located upstream of the RCIC
turbine exhaust vent line and coming off the steam
exhaust drain pot in accordance with FM 22A FSAR

'
-

.

Figure 5.5.6-1B depicts these pressure switches down-
stream of RCIC turbine exhaust vent.

,

(iii) The RCIC steam turbine exhaust vent (1E51-8"-SLP-8-151-2)
has been modified with an addition of a 1" vent branch
and an in-line restricting orifice (1E51*RO-15 3) vented
to the secondary containment. Attached to each 1"
vent is a pair of pressure switches 1E51*PS 025BSD
(N012 B SD) and 1E51*PS-025ASC (N012A4C) commonly
connected to a root valve to each vent line. This
arrangement is in accordance with FM-22B. FSAR
Figure 5.5.6-1B depicts.the subject pressure switches
individually connecting to a common vent line.,

9
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d. (E51/04) FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1A differs from the as-built
. plant configuration in that:

(i) In accordance with FM-22A, the turbine steam exhaust
line depicts a test and ven't connection with two
in-line normally close.d valves downstream and
upstream of check valve VCW-15A(F059) respectively.
These connections do not have end ca'ps. FSAR Figure. .
5.5.6-1A does not show the subject connections.

, (ii) PSAR Figure 5.5.6-1A depicts a test connection with
one normally closed valve and a threaded cap between
the vacuum breaker line and check valve VCW-15A(F040)..
This connection in actuelity is a double valve in line
test connection with no threaded'end cap.

| (iii) Normally open manual valve is installed in the vacuum
'

| breaker line (1E51-lh"-SLF-10-151-2) downstream of
| the vacuum breaker check valves (F064 5 F063) in

accordance with FM-22A. FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1A does
not show this valve.

.

(iv) In accordance with FM-22A, two double valve test
'

connections are installed on the vacuum breaker line
(1E51-lb"-SLP-10-151-2) upstream of each check valve
(F064 5 F063). FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1A depicts three
single valve test connections with caps on each side -

of the vacuum breaker check valves (F064 5 F063) .
e. (E51/05)

_

-

FSAR Figures 5.5.6-1A and B differ from the as-built
plant configuration in that:

(i) In accordance with FM-22A, the as-built configuration
of the RCIC pump discharge line, and associated lines
do not agree with FSAR' Figure 5.5.6-1A.

(ii) In accordance with FM-22A a normally closed 3/4"
double valve drain connection has been added just
downstre am of condensate and makeup system check
valve (F072). FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1A does not depict
the subject drain connection.

(iii) In accordance with FM-22B, the as-built cooling water
supply line (2"-WR-16-901 A-2) j us t downs tream of RCIC
pump 1E51*F015(C001) does not agree with FSAR Figure
5.5.6-1B.

.

.

'
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f. (E51/06) FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1B differs from the as-built:
plant configuration in that4

,

(i) In accordance with FSAR Fi ure 5.5.6-1B, the barometric
condenser vacuum tank 1E51 E038 is provided with a low
level switch, high level switch, and a pressure switch.

'

Field inspection indicates that 3 additional indicating
instruments were installed. .They are as follows:

,

level gauge (lE51-LG818)-
',

pressure indicator (1E51-PI818) and-

temperature indicator (1E51-TI816)-

2

: FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1B does not depict these indicators
as being installed.

!

(ii) Pressure relief valve 1E51*RV145(F017). is located on
the discharge of condensate pump 1E51*P077 downstream
of checkvalve VCS-60B(F047) . This is in accordance'

with FM-22B. FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1B depicts the relief
valve upstream of RCIC pump suction inlet.

(iii) FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1B depicts a 3/4" single valve capped
connection between the condensate pump discharge
isolation valves. The subject connection actually is
a double valve open end connection according to FM-22B.
As shown on FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1B the position of the
lines and connections associated with the condensate
pump discharge line do not agree with the as-built
plant and FM-22B.

.

g. (E51/ 07-) FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1B differs from the as-built
'

,

plant configuration in that:

; (i) The loop level pump's suction line originates from
the RCIC Pump's suction line upstream of condensate

; storage tank valve, 1E51*MOV-031 (F010), in accordance
with FM-22A. FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1B depicts the loop'

: level pump's suction line originating from the RCIC
! . pump suction line immediately upstream of RCIC. pump.

(ii) In ac.cordance with FM-22B, upstream of the loop level
*

pump suction, A - lb"x1" reducer, Y-strainer
1E51*S-056(D015) and loop level pump suction valve ;

are installed. FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1B does not agree,

; .with the as-built plant configuration.
)
i

4
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(iii) Pressure indicating switch 1E51-FISO98 (PIS-NO31) is
located immediately upstream of loop level pump
discharge valve VGS-60B (F081) on the loop level
pump discharge line, as per FM-22B. FSAR Figure
5.5.6-1B shows the subject pressure switch immediately
downstream of the loop level pump's minimum flow line.

(iv) A check valve is i.nstalled in the loop level pump's
f discharge line upstream of the flow switch (FS-N032)

in accordane with FM-22B. 'FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1B does
not show the subject check valve.

'

(v) FSAR Figure 5.5,6-1B depicts two test connections
each with a normally closed valve and end cap located
on either side of the loo? level discharge line flow
switch (FS-NO32). The subject test connections are
not installed as per FM-22B.

(vi) Loop level pump's minimum flow line (1"-WR-24-151-2)
has been provided with a restricting orifice

'

(1E51*R0137) upstream of checkvalve (F079) as per
FM-22B and does not contain locked throttle valve
(F078). FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1r does not show these
changes.

(vii) FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1B shows that the loop level dis-
charge minimum flow line-(1"-WR-24-151-2) is routed
to RCIC pump suction line, where in reality it is
routed to'HPCI suction line in accordance with FM-22B.

h. (E51/ 08) FSAR Figure 8.3.2-263 differ from the as-built
plant configuration in that:

(i) FSAR Section 7.4.1.1.2 page 7.4-1 paragra?h 4 sentence
4 states: "All other valves are powered by Division I

,

125V de Bus except the outboard steam line drain and
condensate pump discharga isolation valves
(1E51 *A0V0 81 (F02 5 ) , A0V08 2 (F02 6) , A0V0 8 3 (F005) ,
LOV-095(F004)) which are powered by the Division II
125V de Bus." FSAR Figure 8.3.2-2 One Line Diagram
for 125V de distribution Bus "A" depicts valves
1E51*A0V-081(F025) and LCV-095(F004) as powered by
distribution panel,1R42 *PNL- A2 (RED) which signifies
Div. I. FSAR Figure 8.3.2-3 One Line Diagram, 125V
de distribution Bus "B" depicts valves 1E51*A0V-082
(F026) and A0V-083(F005) as powered by distribution

-5-
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panel, 1R42*PNL-B2(Blue) which signifies Div. II.
However, as-built field inspection, field cable ticket,
cable schedule EC-1 report, and cable location EC-5
report, indicate the following:

VALVE MARK NO. CABLE I.'D. JUNCTION BOX DIVISION NO.

IE51*A0V-082(F026) 1E51 ARC 500 1JB*082 Div. I
1E51*A0V 08'3(F005) 1E51BRC518 1JB*083 Div. I
1E51*A0V-081(F025) 1E51BBC517 1JB*081 Div. II
1E51*LCV-095(F004) 1551ABC504 1JB*095 Div. II

i. (E51/09) Description to be provided later,

j. ~ (E51/10) FSAR Figure 5.5.6-2A and FSAR Figure 7.3.1-12C
asserts the four indicating type level switches 1B21*LIS029A-D
(B 21-N0 31 A- D) are electrically arranged to aut'omatically
initiate the RCIC system when there is a loss of coolant
accident (LOCA). These four level switches have been
replaced by four analog trip level transmitters 1B21*LT157A-D
(B21-N091A-D) which will initiate the RCIC system. This is
in accordance with the system engineering completion review
and control program change control form B21/08 ^Rev. 3.

k. (E51/11) The principal code identified in FSAR Table
3.2.1-1 for HPCI Return Test Line (1E41-10"-WR-6-901B-2)to condensate storage tank beyond reactor building is
ANSI B31.1.0. The principal code implied by the line

! number and identified on Isometrics 1C-180, 1071 and FM-25A
is ASME III, Class 2.

! 1. (E51/12) Configuration Discrepancy Reports E51/01 Item 1,
E51/02 Item 1, E51/04 Item 2 and E51/06 items 3 and 4, are
examples of vents, test and drain lines that are shown on
FSAR Figure 5.5.6-1ASB as capped, but are not capped per
FM-22A5B.

.

!
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Audit !b. Page/ Finding Date Description 3,
u.

j EA 00 p. 7 4/70 Performance of draftsmen and designers in
the develop"ent and review of drawings was
unacx:eptable. ~19 drawings were selected
for auditing and 22 infractions were cbserved
out of 159 check.9. 'Ihe atxiitor concluded

. - that drawingi were lacking in
correct review and support of.

calculations and' engineering criteria and
,

did not receive a thorough checking
approxirately 11% of the time.

EA 1 p. 7 9/70 Design Division drawings were below i
"acceptable Stone & Webster

perfor:rance standards. 39 drawings were
audited and 503 checks were i

bnade. 52 infractions were obser $ . J e i

rato of deficiency in the review of cirewingsv y
is 10.5%. % "

,

s
*EA 2 p. 7 3/71 Drawings prM W by Design Division on the
*LIICO project continue to receive an

unacceptable level of review.# Of 6 drawin~g y
categories atzlited, only electrical drawings '

received an accept @le performance rating.
Drawings received an unsatisfactory
review 10.5% of the time.

EA 4 p. 2 2/73 Building service drawings rargina;11y satis-
factory. Deficiencies. include ' incorrect or
omitted dimensions, insufficient identification'

of naterial, and graphic of elevation incorrect.
Structural drawings were judged to be unsatis-
factory, with the following exanples
of deficiencies observed during the ancit:
references are inccr:plete for showing"coltzms;
material identification is insufficient; y
sections are inproperly taken frczn the draw-
ings; dimensions are incorrect or critted;

#and notes are inconplete. g; ,

p. 3 Electrical control diagrams judged unsatis--
factory, with examples of' deficiencies being:
equi;xnent nunbers missing; fuse ratings not
specified; and contacts for various devices
not shown in referenced drawings.

.
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Audit No. Page/ Finding Date Description

EA 8 p. 2 2/74 % Structural steel draw hscontainincorrect
drawing references. Drawing coordinates

,

L- y not incluied in references..,

;. -

Deficiencies alto identified with respect to: ,,

-

Boundaries
- - 'c.% J'".

mechanical flew diagrans.,
<

' between S&W vendor-furnished piping are,

'" not clearly defined, relief and safety
* valve settings are not specified, and,

3'... '

\ valve identification is inconplete.
'

y

IA 12 Attachment 3 1/75 Four drawings reviewed. 'IWo of tl.e drraings
had problens. Cne drawing had problems in2 ,.

f .4 7 that the presentation method of showing' ''
-

:' '
. conduit runs across eadi other and conduits

turning up to equiprient was not properlyV '
-

't shown. Another drawing had dimensions.'
'

- ;'
*-

7 #i missing when the tray changed elevation and
:

.

direction. In addition, tray fitting mark

: nunbers were also missing in two places.

i'
.

Auditor notes that the Shoreham project is
very difficult to apply latest design*

i
-

,

" !
i standards and procedures to scrne drawings

because of the starting and st:opping of the
',, ~~

s
,

project and because of physical space con-
, ,a' straints. "It does not serve the best

,

interest of this project to enforce the
latest standards and procedures on every'

drawing since previous procedures are'

already established. Any reasonable devia-
,

tions would be accepted so as not to hinder'

, the progress of this project."
i

EA 13 p. 2, C. 3 4/75 Prtblens identified with nuclear ficra diagrars.4

Syntols used for equipment are not included3

in the synbols on the symbol sheets; line'

s. identification is inconplete and-incorrect
on many lines; and design checklists are not
being filled out.;

I

p. 3, C.4 Problem identified in project instruction 4.4 in
failing to meet state law rcquirements.

.

[ EA 22 Cbservation 8/77 Danpers that are normally positioned either
| 019 open or close d are often not identified in

the KSKs.

!

,1

I
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_A,udit No. Page/ Finding Ihte Description

ER 29 Cbservation 7/79 25 drawings were audited to deternine
092 whether they were reviewed and approved

in accordance with engineering assurance
procedures. 11 of the drawings lacked
evidence of aug uval by a responsible
engineer. These drawings had received

. - approval only by the lead structural
engineer.

.

Observation
093 22 flow diagrams were en mined to

'determine whether the latest issues were
prepared, reviewed end approved in accord-
anoe with engineering assurance require- 1

ments. 2 ree diagrans bore no objective
evidence of review by the operations
service design group supe risor, as requiredm

by the procedures. Subsegmnt examination
determined that two diagrams had been
reviewed. With respect to the third flow
diagram, no objective evidence could be
found to indicate the diagram had been
forwarded for revie.e.

ER 30 Observation 10/79 Engineering assurance procedures require
103 that where drawings containing QA

Category I information are changed, the
reason for the change and any i

justification or backup infornation must
be given. Five of 8 electrical drawings

i audited did not couply with this require-
ment.

EA 33 Observation 6/80 Ganges are being made to GA Category I
115 drawings which are not traceable to adequate

documentation. 13 of 15 drawings reviewed
by the auiitors contained changes which could
not be traced back to a statement of justifi-
cation or backup intormation as required by
engineenng assurance procedures.

EA 34 Observation 11/80 1. Io3 c Diagrams. The audit revealedi

119 inconsistent practices in identifying safety-
related vs. non-safety-related devices. Se
audit also revealed that logic diagrams
failed to provide conplete information.

regarding equipnent locations. Finally,
a method to indicate changes to the Logic
diagrans was not made.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Audit !b. Page/ Finding Ihte Description,3

2. Piping drawings. Audited drawings do
not contain a requirement to provide a

. 1/2" diameter vacuun breaker hole in
accordance with the flow diagram. No'

E&DCR can be identified which corrected
the problem.

Otservation
121 Drawing discrepanciss are not being

identified in the checking process for
pipe support drawings. One audited drawing
did not depict a support properly in
several respects. Several drawings ware
not in agreerlant with the calculation rodel.
A p tly, it had not been picked up in the
checking process.

EA 39 Observation 2/82 lb evidence that checking sheets are being
149 cr:rtpleted or maintained on file for flow

diagrans. Checking forns are used to establish
a system for accuracy to ensure that tra
latest drawing revision is up-to-date.
Checking forns are required to be completed
by a decker and kept on file by the design
engineer for all issues of medanical
drawings. Checking sheets were being used
only for the initial issue of drawmss.

EA 40 p. 2 and 6/82 Audit revealed that,there are no project
Observation procedures govern mg the preparation, review
156 and, control of cable block diagrans. There

is no evidence that' cable block diagrans are
reviewed.

.
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Of)ilRCFETEDhUNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION _.

II8 k|||7BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

t$Tlti kh0 Ally) BR t;CHIn the Matter of )
)

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY )
) Dacket No. 50-322 (O.L.)

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1) )

)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of " NOTIFICATION OF CORRECTIONS TO
SUFFOLK COUNTY EXHIBITS 51 AND 56," "SUFFOLK COUNTY RESPONSE TO
PORTIONS OF LILCO'S MOTION FOR FURTHER BOARD DIRECTION ON THE CONDUCT
OF QA CROSS-EXAMINATION," and "SUFFOLK COUNTY SUBMITTAL OF QA/QC
INFORMATION" have been served to the following this 12th day of
October, 1982 by first class mail, except as otherwise noted.

! * Lawrence Brenner, Esq. Ralph Shapiro, Esq.
Administrative Judge Cammer'and Shapiro
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 9 East 40th Street
U.S. Nuclear Begulatory Commission New York, New York 10016
Washington, D.C. 20555

Howard L. Blau, Esq.
* Dr . James L. Carpenter 217 Newbridge Road
Administrative Judge Hicksville, New York 11801
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission * W. Taylor Reveley III, Esq.
Washington, D.C. 20555 Hunton & Williams,

P.O. Box 1535
707 East Main St.

* Dr . Peter A. Morris Richmond, Virginia 23212
Administrative Judge
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Mr. Jay Dunkleberger
Washington, D.C. 20555 New York State, Energy Office

Agency Building 2
,

Edward M. Barrett, Esq. Empire State Plaza
General Counsel Albany, New York 12223
Long Island Lighting Company
250 Old Country Road
Mineola, New York 11501 Stephen B. Latham, Esq.

Twomey, Latham & Shea
Mr. Brian McCaffrey _ Attorneys at Law
Long Island Lighting Company F.O. Box 398
175 East Old Country Road 33 West Second Street
Hicksville, New York 11801 Riverhead, New York 11901 I
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Marc W. Goldsmith Mr. Jeff Smith l

Energy Research Group, Inc. Shoreham Nuclear Power Station j

400-1 Totten Pond Road P.O. Box 618 '

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154 North Country Road
'

Wading River, New York 11792

Joel Blau, Esq. MHB Technical Associates
New York Public Service Commission 1723 Hamilton Avenue
The Governor Nelson A. Rocke feller Suite K

Building San Jose, California 95125
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223 Hon. Peter Cohalan

Suffolk County Executive
David J. Gilmartin, Esq. County Executive / Legislative
Suffolk County Attorney Building
County Executive / Legislative Bldg. Veterans Memorial Highway
Veterans Memorial Highway Hauppauge, New York 11788
Hauppauge, New York 11788

Ezra I. E alik, Esq.
Atomic Safety and Licensing Assistant Attorney General

Board Panel Environmental Protection Bureau
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission New York State Department of
Washington, D.C. 20555 Law

2 World Trade Center
Docketing and Service Section New York, New York 10047
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nucleer Regulatory Commission Atomic Safety and Licensing
Washing ton, D.C. 20555 Appeal Board

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
* Bernard M. Bordenick, Esq. Commission
David A. Repka, Esq. Washington, D.C. 20555
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washing ton, D.C. 20555 Matthew J. Kelly, Esq.

Staff Counsel, New York
Stuart Diamond State Public Service Comm.

*

Environment / Energy Writer 3 Rockefeller Plaza
NEWSDAY Albany, New York 12223
Long Island, New York 11747

.

* Daniel F. Brown, Esq.
Atomic Safety and

Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Hucicar Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 .
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